
Making the Journal Catalog Files Private 
JEW J5-APR-74 H 5 ! 47 22734 

Dave-- I've made JCAT# JCATG, JCAT1# and JCAT2 private files at 
SRI*ARCt The sane needs to be done for TJCAT (which# as usual# is 
locked and I can't get at It)# and tor the whole set at OFFICEM (to 
which T don't have access). All you need to do is load each catalog 
file in turn# d o fE(xecutei CP rllvate File'# append the visible 
*, AccessListif' to the origin statement# display the file's status to 
make sure it says 'Private File'# and update the file, X 
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CJ22734) tS-AFR-74 15 s 47 j Title! Author(s)? James E, (Jim) 
White/JEWj Distribution? /JDH? Sub-Ceilectionsj SHI-ARC? Cierkt JEW? 
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Final Monthly Tetter Report to PADC 
DVW 1 5 - A P P «• 7 4 16 j 38 22735 

Stanford Researcn Institute 
Augmentation Research Center 
333 Rayenswood Avenue 
Memo Par*, California 94025 

Mr, Burns, RADC/PhA 
department of the Air Force 
Headquarters Rcrre Air Development Center (AFSC) 
Gr iffiss Air Force Base, New York 13440 

t  
Dear Mr, Burns: 

This is the last letter repsondner to Block 10 of DD Form 1664 with 
respect t0 contract F3n602-73-C-02S5 (SRI #2697), 

The table below shows the person*hours expended on the subject 
contract since tbe last reporting period (three weeks), and takes the 
contract to completion. 

Cumulative to 
1/21/73 

Supervisor 200 
Senior Professional 92 
Professional 2938 
Technical 0 
Other 0 

Person Hours Expended 
During Report 
period 

0 
72 

475 
0 
0 

2051 

Our most important work during January was pianiing future work on 
the Forms System, Programming of the Forms system continued where 
possible, 

we estimate that the percentage of technical completion at the end of 
the January was 100 per cent, 

2a 

Sincerely § 

Dirk van fvouhuys 
Research Analyst 

Burns/van Nouhuys Page l 
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ARC Facility# what To do# Recommended Actions By Task croup Number 2, 

This is a Plan of action to move from our PDP*tO configuration to the 
Utility by (or shortly after) July 1 * and be set up to develop the 
NLS frontena system ana -MST system. This is prepared by the task 
qrogp number 2, (UQURNAL# 22655# i?w) CDXA# DCW# N EB5, A reference 
document showing possible system configurations and interfaces 
required (including detailed discussions and considerations) Is 
journal document C 22732#), 
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ARC Facility, what To do, Recommended Act ions By Task Croup Number 2, 

RECOMMENDATIONS! (DISCUSSIONS FOLLOW) LA 

15 Terminate our lease on our current PDP*10 and related 
equipment, lal 

Make arrangements ASAP, termination to take place July 1, lala 

2) Have 12BK of DEC memory added to the Office*! facility, la2 

Ampex memories are available through Tymshare at a greater 
savings but we advise against using the* because they have 
thus far proved unreliable, la2a 

If Tymshare is willing to back reliability then perhaps a 
mutual agreement could be reached, This is a decision 
that win nave to be made by operations? it depends on 
actual cost because of Tymshare*s decision to, in the 
future, use only Ampex memories. They should not 
penalize us for their Ampex decision, la2ai 

The order should be placed ASAP, !a2b 

3) IF POSSIBLE; move our Brvant drum to the Office*! facility, 
IF NOT! Expand the capacity of the existing Office*! drum 
system to four drums and two controllers, la3 

(Tymshare estimates they could have DEC equipment installed 
by July 1), la3a 

To accomplish this we should begin talking to ARPA as soon 
as possible about moving the Bryant drum, and request from 
Tymshare a cost and delivery quote, la3b 

The loqic here is: The Bryant drum is the ideal swapping 
device for Tenex, and without question could be operating 
at office*l by July 1, In addition it would buy us some 
time to survey the market (since we know the Bryant Drum 
Is no longer beinq manufactured) and make a more rational 
and proper decision on how to fill our swapping device 
needs, ia3b! 

45 Expand the Office*! dis* capacity if necessary, la4 

The NLS frontena and MST system programmers will need about 
20,000 pages of disk space, ia4a 

5) Modify the OFF ICE*1 TENEX system to use the Bryant drum and 
extra memory, la5 

t 
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22737 

6) Order 13 LlneProcessors ASAP, 

we would only have to order a tew more Rice and Keysets 
since we have several already, la6a 

Cost, Rouse Keyset pair? $500 ea ia.6b 

Cost# 13 Linepr©cesserst $2#ooo x 13 = $26#000 iaftc 

Delivery time not well fixed# 60-90 days? lafcd 

7) Lease 13 Hafceltine video terminals month*to-month ASAP, la 1 

Costi $ 159/mo ea = $2,192/mo total la7a 

Plus $300 one time charge for remote video, laTal 

(We should order -several with remote video# i n order to 
drive television monitors and our video projector,) ia7b 

Delivery time 60 days ia7c 

(Delta Data terminals could be substituted but they are not 
available on a month-to-month lease) la7d 

8) Investigate further the looic# and possibility# of buying 
16 textrcnix 4023 video display terminals modified for 
Lineprccessor use, 

If we decided j to order them we would then cancel the 
Hazeltine orders coincedent with deliveries, la8a 

9) Order a disk system for the PDP-11 ASAP, ia9 

10) Beoir designing and buying parts for a microcomputer device 
to interface our line printer to the PDP-11, OP# if funding is 
available lease DEC * s standard line printer, ialO 

M icrowComputer j ialOa 

$2,000 plus ,2myr hardware and ,1 myr software, lalOal 

DEC line printeri ialOb 

about $20,000 or $800/mo ialObl 

11) Order a DL-ll or extra TTY interface for the PDP-11 (for 
connection to the lali 
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ARC Facility# what To do# Rec ommended Acti ons By Task Group Number 2, 

12) Have installed, on about June i, two 4800 baud modems to 
o£fice-l for use by office,* staff. 1 a 12 

Costj approximately S8Q0/mo la!2a 

This would be a workstation system similar to the one shown 
in f22732,sys6). iai2b 

If it is determined that two workstations are not adequate# 
then we should consider the microcomputer system shown in 
(22732#sys8) ial2c 

For considerations and discussion see those references# ia!2d 

13) Hake arrangements to send Rodney Bondurant to PDP«11 
maintenance school as soon as nossibie, la!3 

DEC PDF"»11 maintenance service apoears inadequate for our 
needs, lal 3a 

See (22732#1i-maint) for discussion and considerations, ial3ai 

14) Benin negotiations with BBM to incorporate things needed 
for DNLS into standard TENFX, lal4 

15) Benin modeling a design for connecting Workstations to the 
PDP-11, a design tnat has no restriction because of distance or 
number of connecting wires, lals 

See (22732,mice»kev$et) for considerations and discussion, lal5a 
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ABC Facility* khat To do, Recommended Actions By Task Group Nu mber 2, 

SCENARIO: 

"IMMEDIATE 

Realign our efforts to insure that the PDP*ti currently on 
order is delivered and running stand-alone as soon as 
possible# similar to the configuration shown in 
(22732#sys?)# and that the software for the new Office®! 
configuration is operational, fey July i# 

swe can connect it to the PDP-10 via the Data Line Scanner 
and the Oi*U to load PDP-11 programs ® they have done 
this at 1ST, 

In addition, take formal, steps to insure that the actions 
suggested in the preceding Plan occur, 

ABOUT JUNE 1 

If possible (see Plan step 3), the Bryant drum would be 
disconnected from our POP*10 and moved to Office®!, We 
would work on a disk-only TENEX for the month of June, 
Other aspects of the system would be intact (e.g, tasker), 

Two LlnePrOcessor workstations would be connected directly 
to office®! via two 4800 baud links, Their use would be 
primarily for office®! staff, (See plan step 12,1 

JULY 1 

Our PCP-10 would do away and the office-1 system w ould come 
up with 256k (rather than 128K) of PDP®10 memory (see plan 
steo 2) and either the Bryant drum or tour DEC drums and two 
drum controllers (see plan step 3), 

The hone is that this new office*-! configuration will 
provide reasonable service for 30 users, 

Connect the Pnp^ll to the IMP via the ANTS interface which 
we have already ordered, 

At that time we can run 12 or so Lineprocessor 
workstations through the PDP®!! to Office*!# u sing the 
PDF*li as a terminal concentrator, This can probably 
most easily be done by using the ELF«1i system developed 
at SCRL, 

22737 

ib 

lb! 

lfola 

lblal 

Ibib 

lb2 

1 b2a 

ib2b 

lb 3 

lb3a 

lb3al 

tb3b 

lb3bl 
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Dave Retz (Mr, ELF) says we can do this and run 9600 
byad with the current ELF system, but need to make 
minor changes in the equivalent of TELNET to make it 
transparent cavoid special terminal handling 
functions), This is a minor change whieh he can do 
for us, 1 b 3b 1 

We select the ELF system because it has a working NCP 
and now runs as a terminal concentrator, The R5X»11D 
has no NCP now, (That we know of), The ANTS XI system 
is not yet operational (that we know of), 

a ELF is a PDP-11 operating system which is HKe 
mini-TEwfcX, It is being developed primarily for the 
speech research people but is turning out to he quite 
general, 

If we decide to use the DEC RSx-llD software for the 
frontend operating system, we could switch to the PSX-liD 
when we get the required disk on the PDP-11 and incorporate 
an NCP into RSXil-D, 

lb3bib 

lb3bic 

lb3c 

We have to move 
existing NCP, 

ELF'S NCP to HSX-UD or find another 
lb3cl 
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DISCUSSION AN D ALTERNATIVES! LC 

SNAPPING DEVICE FOR OFFICER? lcl 

The offlce-t drum system configured as is C one DEC drum and 
controller) is inadequate in capacity (and possibly speed) 
for the current load on that system (20 users). The 
considerations are listed below, what to do is somewhat a 
controversy, (Some interesting information uncovered by 
this survey appears to show that when off ice#* i is supporting 
20 users? a lower load average would probably be realized 
with a disk only system, «•» Because of the small page 
capacity of the DEC drum? with 20 users Tenex must, almost 
always, be defaulting to the disk) tela 

WE COULD ADD TO IT, Iclai 

We could reconfigure Office*! to have four DEC drums 
and two controllers. This we expect would give us the 
sneed (because of parallel swapping) and capacity 
necessary for 30 users, Just increasing its capacity 
may not tee enough to support 30 users, lclala 

WE COULD REPLACE IT, iela2 

Move our Bryant drum over to Qffiee*i, icla2a 

The maintainance panel needs s0me work and we souid 
clean surface and maybe replace bearings, it would 
also tee worth trying one of the new heads, Icia2al 

It Is not possible to replace the heads on the 
Bryant drum exactly, we nave a replacement set 
that i s supposed to work but has not been tried, 

lcia2aia 
Outside maintenance is available but is very 
expensive and has not proved succesful in the past 
Cwe do cur own), Tymshare is not experienced with 
it but i s probably willing to support i t, Icia2a2 

The Bryant drum i s a carefully designed swapping 
drum with special characteristics which other drums 
Ce,g, the one on Office*! now) do not have, The 
performance of that drum is outstanding under heavy 
load, lcia2a3 

Replace it with whatever Tymshare would like to see 
there, (of large capacity) lcia2b 
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Replace it with fixed head disk lcia2e 

Replace it with a drum similar to the Bryant drum in 
swapping characteristics, Such a device is available, 
I Si has one a fixed head disk designed for 
swapping# made in LA C DDC??), icla2d 

Replace it with a disk system with many controllers * 
e,g, one controller for each disk drive (such as the 
MAXC system), It is not clear how many controllers 
would be required (4? more?), (This may be the most 
expensive but most reliable way,) lcla2e 

OFFICE*1 CAPACITY? Jc2 

we are assuming that A RC will buy ten slots at Of£ice»l for 
programming# documentation and analysis workers for the 
frontend# M ST and related development, lc2a 

The addition of 128K ana the Brvant drum should increase the 
capacity of the Office*! system considerably, We do not 
know enough about the behavior of TENEX and NLS on systems 
with 256K of memory to make a statement about just how such 
a configuration would perform, However# X CDIA) think we 
are as lustified in selling 30 slots on such a configuration 
as we are in selling 20 slots on the current configuration, 
I am assuming that we (and others) will be using only the 
running NLS and not compiling# etc, we may# however# use 
that system for such 'bad' things in off hours, lc2b 

TERMINAL ACCESS TO THE ARPANET $ ic3 

we are getting a PDP-ii for MST workstation and future 
systems development, And if this is the only high speed 
connection to Gffice-i there will most likely be a conflict 
between the software and hardware development and staff 
users, lc3a 

We could # in addition# install a Line Processors modem 
system to Office-l # for use by office-! staff and SRI 
subscribers, lc3ai 

See (22732,sysb) and (22732,sys8) tor consideration 
and discussions, !c3ala 

We could get a'TIP (which would allow direct terminal 
connection) but that may be expensive and take a long 
time# and may not benefit us in the long run, Ic3a2 
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we could get another PDP-11 just for terminal access 
but then we would have an lMp*port shortage, Two 
PPP*ilfs would be desirable from the system 
development standpoint -- one system d edicated to 
development, However, we don't want to be in the 
IMP-connection switching business, There may be a 
good way to do this -- and if so# we should try it* Ic3a2a 

The port shortage may go away soon, We should find 
out about this, (Is another IMP coming here 
someday?? when??) ' Ic3a2ai 

Getting a TIP would be generally beneficial to SRI, 
Perhaos SRI could foot most of the bill? We would 
still be faced with a timing problem since it w0uid 
not be In soon enough, and we are going to have the 
PDP-11 here anyway, ic3a2b 

Of course, we could use couplers and Tl's to get to AMES 
or Tymshare TIPS and work that way, or we could install 
modems to Tymshare, However, it seems possible and much 
more desirable to work through the PDP-11 and our IMP at 
high baud rates, lc3ai 

WORKSTATIONS! *C4 

we could build hardware to connect Mice and Keysets directly 
to the PDP • 11, or we could use Lineprocessors or a modif ied 
Lineprocessor for lono distances between terminal and 
PDP-11, There are advantages to ail, For detailed 
discussion and consideration see (22732,mice-keyset)« The 
following is a summary ? Ic4a 

Direct connections would be cheapest, but would limit 
terminals to within 100 feet of the PDP-11 and w0uid 
require additional PDP-11 software development -- this 
software work is already done in the Lineprocessor, lc4al 

Lhndprncdsrnrs are more flexible (e,g,usable over modem) 
and already available but are limited to 200 or 300 feet 
from the PDP-11, Ic4a2 

We could easily modify our Lineprocessors to operate 
with long connections, by converting the line 
interface to current loop or modem type transmission, Ic4a2a 

9 
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we could design or adapt (there Fay be one commercially 
available) a radio frequency (coax cable or airspace) 
type distribution system which would allow us to extend 
I ir.eproceescrs several thousand feet, 

I CMEH) think that this is where it is all heading, 
and therefore is the best long term investment, See 
(22732, eemm«*mod 3 and (22732, me h), 

The Lineprocessor route seems advisable considering the 
short time remaining before this system is required to be 
operat ton, 

VIDEO DISPLAYS? 

We recuire 16 video displays because? 

1, Then we can b* fairly sure of 14 of them working at 
once, 

2, Some wm be used for local messing around with the 
PDP-11 system itself, 

3, we will want as many as possible to do load studies on 
the frontend system and we have PDP-11 p orts for 16, (we 
would like to do studies with 32 terminals someday), 

4, There is a law that says that you never have too many 
terminals (what was his name??) 

5, In most applications the display terminals would be-
preferabie to, and could replace our Tifs, we could turn 
in several IT'S when the displays arrives, 

6, with an extra or two, we will then be able to make 
demonstrations without cramping the development people, 

7, Several will be used by office-i staff, not 
necessarily connected to the PDP*I1 (2 to 4?), 

The current (inexpensive) choices are Delta Data and 
Hazeltine, After havinn them, side by side for a short time, 
most agree than each has its evils and its good points --
almost a draw, but with a little more weight on the 
Hazelflne side, Hazeltlne is much cheaper, but they haven?t 
been very friendly with us, Perhaps ordering 13 of them 
would change that, 

22737 

Ic4a3 

Ic4a3a 

Ic4a4 

1C5 

lc5a 

lcSal 

Ic5a2 

Ic5a3 

Ic5a4 

lcbas 

Ic5a6 

lcba? 

i C5h 
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Another possibility is the modified Tektronics 4023 video 
terminal, it we can get Tektronics to build them# they 
would most likely be superior to both Delta Data and 
Hazeltine, However# it is not clear that they will ever 
exist a 

LIME PRINTER3 

We could guild an interface to adapt our Data Products line 
printer to the pDP»lt, 

The most intelligent way seems to be to make it look like 
an ASCxi device, *e can then run it in a variety of 
ways, Fe could do this with a microcomputer device 
similar to a Lineprocessor which would also allow it to 
be replaced easily if it becomes no longer serviceable 
(It i s very old and no longer available), See 
(22732,printer-ascii) for detailed discussion and 
considerations, 

Programming this device would require about 3»6 
man*weeks of work, 

hardware cost! about $2*000 plus ,2myr« 

We could purchase or lease the standard DEC printer and 
interface for PDP-1! , 

1 c5c 

ic6 

i c6a 

The nrint quality looks comparable to our Data Products, 

TENEXJ 

ic6a 1 

lc6ala 

1 c 6 a i b 

i c6b 

1 ebb 1 

1 c7 

We need several changes made to standard TENEX before we can 
run DNLS on it, The chief orobiem is convincing BBN that 
our changes are cooi, The best way is perhaps to bring up 
1,32 without changes in it and show them it works, Ferg 
will work on this, lc7a 
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A New version of JSTRIP to Support Journal Privacy 

This procedure should replace C hopper #Kpgirs * jstrip) 



J£fc I5*APR*74 16157 22738 
A New version c£ JSTPIP to Support Journal Privacy 

FILE j S t r i p % uo to <NHITF>JSTHTP,FEL % 1 

(jstrip) PROCEDURE? ia 

LOCAL st!#st2? lal 

LOCAL TEXT POINTER pO# pi# p2# pi# p4? la2 

IF nlmode = fulldisplay la3 

THEN la 3a 

BEGIN la3al 

DSF f <strin Jcat Entries at Croup)? ia3a2 

in2sca ($pl#$p2)t Ia3a3 

END Ia3a4 

ELSE la3b 

BEGIN la3bi 

typeas ($HStriP jcat Entries at Group ")? Ia3b2 

tbug (SPi)? Ia3b3 

typeas C $ H  " )? Ia3b4 

tbug C $P2)? U3b5 

typeas c$« ok? ")? Ia3b6 

getctc (3? Ia3b7 

END? ia3b8 

stl _ orctst (plrP2lst2)i la4 

dishes C l #  $"In progress")? Ia5 
•  

LOOP IAB 

BEGIN la6a 

%requiar% lasb 

1 
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A New version of JSTRIP to Support Journal Privacy 

IF NOT FIND SF(stl) *P3 e t')3 *p0 i n )  *pl t "AuthorCs)"3 
*P2 < C f f 3 *n2 -P2) THEN GOTO coffilj 

IF f NDv±. (-A-n—/fltoedr&List: " , $P3, So3 , Sp4) THEN 

IF NOT FIND ~p4 > F J] *p4 THEN GOTO C O F F L  ELSE NULL 

ELSE FIND SF(Sti5 *P3 *p4 f 

ST P2 . SFCP2) PO# SP, pi p2# P3 P4j 

CCOIP17 9 IF St 1 ' St2 THEN EXIT? 

stl getsucCstl ) J 

END: 

dishes C 0 31 

IF nlmode • fulldisplay then reered O ? 

RETURN f 

END, 
/ 

FINISH 

la6b 1 

1 a6b2 

Ia6b2a 

lafeb3 

Ia6b4 

la6c 

la6d 

la6e 

1 a7 

la8 

ia9 

iat 0 

lb 
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CJ2273S) 15*»AF B*74 1 6 s 5 7 j Title? Author(s); Jarncs E, CJi*) 
White/jfeWj Di s t r lfcut i on ? /JDH? SufewColieet Ions 5 3RI*ARC> Cxerkj JEW? 
Origin? <WHlTE>KPGMkJS1RIP<NtS? 2, 15-APR.-74 16 :52 JEW ? 



Sendprint 'Works fr o* Office*! 
DVN lb-APR-74 17|X 5 22739 

Tt turns out sendprint works tine from Off ice-1,,,£lein waiters usese 
it ail the t ifre • I think we should have the print files of the 
userguides available for that reason, You could do it too to your TI 
if you wanted to try, 
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Section l SUMMARY and OBJECTIVES 

ORGANIZATION OF THIS PROPOSAL la 

Section 1 SUMMARY and OBJECTIVES 
Section 2 RELEVANCE TO THE DOD/APPA MISSION AND 

FUNCTIONS 
Section 3 BACKGROUND and TECHNICAL NEEDS 
Section 4 PROPOSED EFFORT 
Section 5 BUDGET 
Section 6 REFERENCES 
APPENDIX* PAST ACCOMPLISHMENTS lal 

SUMMARY lb 

Our Proposal is that ARPA sponsor the Network information 
Center (NIC), with its own contract# Principal Investigator# 
and staff„ 

Stated as briefly as possible# the technical need which this 
Proposal addresses is a well-understood# well»struetured# 
useful and useable mechanism that allows users to access and 
exchange information and computer systems resources that are on 
the Network and are relevant to their needs# 

The overall objective in this Proposal is the development of an 
"information center" technology on the Network, That is# 
approval of this Proposal would establish a single coordinated 
focal noint through which ARPA can sponsor the development of 
Network-v,ide standard mechanisms that will enable users to 
learn about and obtain those computer-based information 
resources on the Network which thev have a need and a right to 
obtain. ID3 

The information resources that the MIC would be concerned about 
are in three categories: i&4 

- data bases and other Information sources 
- computer programs and facilities 
- personal reports and correspondence lb4a 

OBJECTIVES iC 

This Proposal has two types of objectives: LONGTERM 
objectives# and SERVICE Objectives, The objectives outlined 
here are further discussed in the "Proposed Effort" section of 
this ProrosaT, icl 
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Service Objectives lc2 

The main service oblective Is to provide a Network*wide 
standard mechanism by wbieh people find and gain access to 
Individuals# systems# and information that they need# to 
attain their own objectives, lc2a 

This entails lc2b 

coordinating the present Network>orlent.ed databases 
maintained at the NIC with other similar databases 
maintained at various sites on the Network. lc2bi 

» distributing these information resources around the 
Network at selected# w illing server host systems# and 
making them accessible through a command language that is 
common to all those server hosts. Ic2b2 

The distributed mechanisms would encompass all aspects of 
information collection# maintenance# storage# and access, 
These mechanisms would eliminate the bottleneck that results 
when important data resources are stored at only one site 
(such as the NIC), And, the mechanisms would reduce the 
time and money that are wasted through questions and 
redundant efforts to find answers to specific questions# 
both by those who need the answers and by those who have the 
answers, lc2c 

please note that we do not wish to provide the services 
described in the "Proposed Effort" section of this Proposal 
unless the development described in that section is also 
supported# at the levels indicated in the "Budget" section, ic2d 

Longterm Objectives ie3 

The longterm objectives of 5RI*ARC in proposing to provide 
NIC services for the ARPA Network arej ic3a 

a) to understand the problems associated with maintaining an 
information center for a netwerk*based community of users# ic3b 

b) to evolve organizational and operational procedures that 
will ensure continued timeliness, relevance, and accuracy of 
responses to specific inquiries about information resources 
and, lc3c 

c) to transfer these procedures to mission* and discipline* 
oriented groups of computer network users, ic3d 
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PROVIDING SERVICES TS NOT OOP PRIMARY GOAL, lc3e 

we wish to understand how communities of users on the 
Network can address the ARPA N etwork and obtain coordinated 
information services that are useful# useable# and 
weil»structured, tc3f 

We believe this involves the development of a network 
information technology that couples and interfaces the 
tpchnoloQies of digital computers# i nformation processing# 
and computer networks# with peoole, lc3d 

The information center technology we are striving to create 
entails functions, procedures, and tools that are relevant 
and useful for users who need to access, compose, study, 
modify# communicate, publish, and use a variety of types of 
information, ( • s.. i c 3 h 

in the approach we are suggesting, the facilities of the 
information center would evolve through feedback, analysis, 
and development cvcies, This would be coordinated under a 
sinnle contract, but would utilize personnel from several 
ARPANET organizations, lc3i 

in this way, the functions of the NIC would be distributed* 
a wide variety of viewpoints and ideas would be included* 
and exposure to the concept of the Nic technology would, we 
believe# foster future support for work in this area that 
could be tailored to the needs of one large-scale special 
interest groups, tc3j 

ULTIMATE CLIENTS FOR THE NIC TECHNOLOGY Id 

Because cf the present stage of development of the NIC# we 
therefore believe that sponsorship must continue to be by 
ARPA/IPT*. LDL 

we are still in the earlY stages of understanding the required 
functions# and building the procedures and tools, ldl2 

We believe therefore that it is tgg early to put. price tags en 
Mic-type services and expect Network user communities to buy 
them. The services, based as they are on still^deveioping 
computer systems, are bound to be priced way above everyday 
procedures that: would provide the same minimal services, id3 

To survive the initial exploratory and development stages, we 
believe these services must tee subsidized, and that direct 
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support should be orovidei tor further development ot a network 
information center technology, ld4 

However# we anticipate that the main thrust of the information 
center technology will ultimately he directed at coherent 
subsets cf the general Network u ser community, These subsets 
will he mission* or discipline* oriented# i,e,# special 
interest groups, ld5 

As examples# w e anticipate that network information center 
technology would fee desired by id6 

» energywreiated interest groups (sucn as the present 
Defense tnergy Information System# or DEIS)f id6a 

* computer svstems developers (such as the National Software 
works)* id6b 

* private corporations and institutes (such as SRI)* 1d6c 

* qeocraphicailv distributed orouns collaborating on common 
problems (such as the developers of Network technology 
itself# and sucn as militarv bases that are connected fey 
computer Network)* ld6d 

* government agencies desiring either to set up their own 
networks or to use a logical sunset of the ARPANET (e,g,# 
MSA, QSA# NSF# NBS) ld6e 

section 2 RELEVANCE TO THE DQD/ARPA MISSION AND FUNCTIONS 
2 

We believe that continuing to support the evolutionary development 
of the NIC is vitally important to the long-term success of the 
ARPA Network, 2a 

The current situation with respect to information resources on the 
Network i s rot coordinated. Consequently# the Network does not 
yet function as an "information utility"# either for users at 
laroe or for specialized groups and communities o f  users, in 
part, this is because there are several separately funded# 
independent projects that are responsible for collecting# 
maintaining# and disseminating information about ARPANET 
resources. There is but scattered coordination of these efforts, 
and of efforts to establish data transfer and data access 
mechanisms, These efforts have therefore tended to proceed in the 
directions that dedicated individual researchers wish them to 
proceed in, 2b 
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To s o m e  extent tMs situation has produced good results, but in 
our opinion It must be replaced bv a better mechanism, 2c 

Individuals at Network computer sites are often asked to provide 
in-depth information to different groups of data collectors and to 
other seekers of  information about their facilities, in order to 
satisfy immediate needs'. Time and money are pasted through 
questions ard redundant efforts to find answers, both by those who 
need the answers and by those who have the answers, 2d 

The NIC can, if Prcperlv supported, ultimately provide a 
responsive, coordinated mechanism that would make it possible for 
Network users to 2e 

a) communicate with one another through an easily accessible 
message center? 2e* 

b) obtain up-to-date, timely information about Network computer 
systems and information resources? 2e2 

c) access those resources they are interested in through a 
useable, common command language, 2eJ 

The benefits of such an approach to DOD/ARPA w0uld, in our 
opinion, be 2* 

- to aUew ARPA to coordinate the development of extensions of 
ARPANET information handling facilities? 2f! 

- to allow A HP A to manage these resources as to their numbers, 
kinds, usefulness, and effectiveness? 2f2 

- to allow ARPA to put into clear focus the scope and depth and 
accessibility of the Network's resources, 2f3 

Section 3 BACKGROUND and TECHNICAL NEEDS 
3 

Stated as briefly as possible, the technical need which this 
Proposal addresses is a well*understood, well^structured, useful 
ana useable mechanism t hat allows users to access and exchange 
information and computer systems resources that are on the Network 
and are relevant to their needs, 3a 

A, TECHNICAL N EEDS 3b 

Needs 3*>i 
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in nerera), these are the needs we believe should be 
addressed by the NIC! 3bla 

1) The need for network information center technology 
that encompasses functions, procedures, and tools that 
are relevant and useful for users who need to access, 
compose, study, modify, communicate, publish, and use a 
variety of types of Information, 3blal 

2) The need for a common user»oriented command language 
through which users can address and access the 
information center facilities, 3hla2 

3) The need for comprehensive message center facilities 
on the Network, 3bia3 

why WE Believe ARPA/IPT Should Sponsor the NIC in These Efforts 3b2 

The development of the Network and the resources connected 
to it have made several problems and needs very clear, 
Among these are the following! 3b2a 

Fhrst, development of the underlying protocols that allow 
communication and data transfer among disparate computer 
systems is an exceptlonally difficult, time consuming 
process, This is because the development requires 
interactions and agreements on solutions and priorities, by 
technical representatives of all the different computer 
systems connected to the Network, The results must be 
applicable to a wide variety of needs, and extendable as new 
needs arise, 3b2b 

second# there are several things still clearly lacking in 
the protocols and processes that have already been 
developed, Cne of the most important of these is the 
ability to transfer data that is structured, rather than 
sequential. Another is to allow users to have interactions 
with the Network through a common command language, 
regardless of which host system they are using, 3b2c 

in our opinion, the efforts needed to develop further 
protocols need overall direction, coordination, and backing 
through a contract from ARPA/IPT, No other organization at 
this time his the motivation to strengthen the Network's 
capabilities in these areas, 3b2d 

we believe that it is timely and vitally i mportant that such 
an effort be formally supported and subject to the same type 
of control that other ARPA research contracts are, 3b2e 
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we knew that the group undertaking this contract must have 
an exceptional interest in the success of the endeavor# and 
mist fee technically competent to carry out the work# We 
believe the NIC meets both criteria# for these reasons: 

Tn the Network Information Center# the needs and problems 
mentioned above have beepj very apparent. 

The NIC# as part of SRI*ARC, was one of the prime 
contributors in the development of the Telnet and Mail 
protocols, and participated in the design of the File 
Transfer and Graphics protocols, It understands not only 
the technical problems, but also the difficulties of 
getting things to happen when the efforts are 
uncoordinated, 

The NIC would rely heavily on (and therefore have an 
exceptional interest in) the mechanisms of any new 
protocols for the transfer of structured data, 

There are several inaividua Is at SRI who are competent 
and experienced i n these technical areas# (For example# 
see References 7 and 8), 

B, GENERAL BACKGROUND CONSIDERATIONS 

A Short Ristory 

The Network Information Center was originally created to 
develop and provide reference and dialog support services 
for a small number of research sites involved in the 
development and use of the ARPA Network, Np other group on 
the Network was, to our knowledge, explicitly given this 
mission by ARPA, 

But the Character of the ARPA Network and its Planned future 
has significantly charged since it was initially conceived# 
and since the Augmentation Research Center of Stanford 
Research institute volunteered to develop and operate the 
NIC in 1970, 

The initial Plan for the Network# as is of course known# was 
for a small number of research sites (approximately 12) t© 
be experimentally interconnected i n order to develop the 
packet switching technology mechanisms under ARPA 
sponsorship, ivpw, however# the number of sites is around 
BO, and Is growing at an increasing rate. Use of the 
Network is no longer confined to ARPA*sponsored research 
groups working on Network technology# but is broader in 

3b 2 f 

3b2f 1 

3 b 2 f 2 

3b2f 3 

3 b 2 £ 4 

3c 

3c 1 

3cia 

3c 1 b 
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scope, in mission, and in degree of intereonnectednesss 
among the users. 3cic 

with all these changes evolving on the Network, the Network 
information Center must evolve also to keep pace with 
changing needs, 3c 1 d 

The Nic*s Roles 3c2 

For the past four years, the Nic has endeavored, under 
limited funds and resources, to provide a uniform level of 
experimental services to the entire Network community, 
These services# described more fully in the section on 
"Accomplishments" (see the Appendix)# h ave been four*£old in 
nature? 3c2a 

1) Providing a mechanism that facilitates correspondence and 
dialog amono the geographically distributed individuals and 
research teams that have contributed either to the 
development of Network technolgy, or to the support of ether 
network oriented research, 3c2b 

2) Providing detailed on-line and off-line reference 
information about the Network's resources and facilities, 3c2c 

3) Developing prototypical concepts and services for 
possible extension to other network oriented information 
centers, 3c2d 

4) Stimulating use of and interest in the AFPA Network, 3c2e 

The NIC is not yet a self»su£ficient enterprise, its 
methodology and services are continuing to evolve, (This 
evolution has been hampered by inadequate levels of support 
for the NIC# a problem described in Reference 3,) 3c2£ 

The Central Difficulty 3c3 

The central difficulty has been to cope with the basic 
growth problems referred to above? expanding numbers cf 
sites, expanding scope of user meeds# rapidly changing 
information and information needs, In short# a rapidly 
evolving environment, 3c3a 

This difficulty has recently been analyzed at SRlsARC (see 
Reference 13, The problem can he stated briefly as follows: 3c3b 

Goal*nrtented System Development Strategy (figure 
1) 3c3bi 
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Tt is universally acknowledged that the development of a 
orcblemworiented system must begin with an analysis of 
the problem areas and user needs, This phase must be 
followed by a definition of the products and services 
that must be provided to meet the identified user needs, 
And this must be followed by the design phase that is to 
determine hew the contemplated system i s to be interfaced 
with other systems. 3c 3b 2 

This theory is a linear one that works marvelouslY well 
when the needs are simple, easy to identify, and stable 
and recurring in nature, However# for ill»de£ined needs, 
as well as for urgent needs occurring in a rapidly 
evolving environment, the situation is unfortunately not 
as simole, in such cases great caution must be 
exercised, and flexible, iterative approaches must be 
adopted when an information system must he developed 
under those conditions. This is absolutely crucial 
because needs do change according to the tools available, 

Analysis of User Needs (figure 2) 

in theory# a matrix of user needs exists which# if 
properly decomposed# shows how the potential user 
population can be decomposed into special interest groups 
(STG's), and exhibits those needs that are shared by the 
whole user community, 

In practice# however# such a matrix can only very rarely 
be obtained, and an initial analysis of the problems to 
be dealt with must rely almost exclusively on educated 
guesses from t radition-bound practitioners who might have 
some stake, real or imagined, in preserving the existing 
status quo, 

Thus the real problem one has to face explicitly is how 
to capture, over time (and not only in the eariy phases 
of a development prelect), the essence of this matrix of 
needs, to understand the nature of its various elements, 
and to get reliable indications of their real values and 
permanence, 

This calls for an evolutionary development approach if 
the resulting system is to fit the various specific needs 
the services are to fulfill, 

3c3b3 

3c3b4 

3c3b5 

3c3b6 

Growth Pattern of Communities of interest (figure 
3) 

3c3b7 

3c3b8 

3c3b9 
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Most organizations, most communities of interest, as well 
as most growing and living organisms, usually exhibit an 
S»shaped growth pattern. 

The early phase is usually characterized by a search of 
true identity, by the apparent chaos it entails, and by 
only a relatively slow real growth, It is typically the 
PKC phase, the planning nhase, or the pioneer's phase, 
Nothing is clearly settled and many future problems 
remain unrecognized altogether. It is essentially a 
phase of breakthroughs (or needed breakthroughs), of high 
potential, and of great hope, 

3c3blQ 

3c3bl1 

The next phase is usually a phase of rapid expansion, 
Problems have been clearly recognized, the needed 
resources are easily available and the pace of growth 
often much faster than generally expected, 

is 

The last phase is stabilization and maturation, the phase 
for linear systems development strategies, 

3c3bi2 

3c3b13 

Obviously, the ARPANET user communities are only in the 
early phase as far as the changed network environment is 
concerned, THIS SEEMINGLY TRIVIAL FACT IS OF CRUCIAL 
IMPORTANCE TO THIS PROJECT AND MUST NOT BE DISREGARDED, 3c3bl4 

On our Proposed Effort 3c4 

Later in this Proposal, in the section "Proposed Effort", we 
will describe the evolutionary development approach we wish 
to follow to overcome the difficulties of a rapidly changing 
environment, 3c4a 

5*»e think it is appropriate first, however, to 
short-term and long-term technical needs that 
attempts to address. 

Section 4 PROPOSED EFFORT 

describe the 
this Proposal 

3c4b 

(The terminology and context of this 
section Is defined and amplified in 
the Appendix.) 

Our proposed effort has two components? a SERVICES component# and 
a DEVELOPMENT component, Under this Proposal# we do not wish to 
provide the services described here unless the Development 
component is also supported, at the levels indicated in the 
"Budget" section, 

4a 

4b 
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4c Services Component 

Offline Services 4ci 

Arpanet Directory 4cla 

Resource Directory 4cln 

Newsletter 4c1c 

information Manageement Catalogues 4etd 

Dn-Line services 4c2 

Network Hostnaires File 4c2a 

Individuals* Maill A ddresse File 4c2b 

Resource Directory 4c2c 

Newsletter 4c2d 

Information Management Catalogues 4c2e 

Development Component 4d 

Evolutionary Information Center 4c*I 

Distributed Data Bases 4d2 

Common Command Language 4c3^ 

information Management 4d4 

Sect ion 5 BUDGET 
5 

SUMMARY 5a 

STAFF $ 35 OK 
COMPUTER USAGE S150K 
NONwLABQR COSTS $ 50K 

m m mmm 
TOTALS S450K 5al 

DETAILS 5B 

Section 6 REFERENCES 
6 
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1, Rech# P, "The Concept of an Evolutionary DEIS" 
15-Feb-74 MIC# 21971 (on-line link --hlournai , 21971,1 f wy) 6a 

2, Kudlick, M, "SRI-ARC Proposal for Network and 
Community Information Centers" 
6-0ct-73 Mic# 1^369 (on-line link --k journal, lj?369# i iwy) 6b 

3, Kudlick# M , "Network information Center; Goals# 
Problems# Requirements" 
26-Nov*73 MIC# 20439 (on-line link --ijournal#2Q439#iiwy) 6c 

4, Perry# J# "Thoughts on the Automated Office" 
7-Dec-73 NIC# 20808 (on*line link --mj©urnal#208o8#l?wy) 6d 

5, Recb# F, "Towards the Design of an Information 
Management system" 
21 -*Tun»73 NIC# 17394 (on-line link --j journal# 17394, \ ?wy) 6e 

6, KUdlick# M , "NIC Programming Needs? January 1974" 
J7-Jan-74 NIC # 21504 (on-line link --gjournal#21504# 1 ?wy) 61 

7, Watson# Rt "Some Thoughts on System Design to 
Facilitate Resource Sharing" 
20-Nov-73 NIC# 2o39i (on-line link --ijournal#20391#1iwy) 6g 

8, white# Jf "A Proposed wall Protocol" 
13-Jgn-73 NIC# 17140 (not an on-line document) 6h 

9, Engeibart# n# "Coordinated Information Services for 
a Discipline'- or Mission* Oriented Community" 
12-Dec-72 NIC# 12445 (on-line link --mjournal# 12445#1;wy) 6i 

APPENDIX? PAST ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

The past accomplishments of the Network information Center (NIC) 
will now he discussed in some detail# This discussion is Included 
in this Proposal for one main reason? 7a 

It will# by delineating the extent to which the NIC services 
have beer developed# provide an understandable context in which 
the gans in these services can be understood# Therefore# we 
feel this discussion provides Important background information 
for the section on "Proposed Effort", 7al 

Overview 7p 

The NiC's accompiishmepts over the past three years have been 
in the following four areas? 7b1 
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U Developed prototypical concents and services for possible 
extension to other network oriented information centers, 7bla 

2) Provided a mechanism that facilitates correspondence and 
dialoo among the geographically distributed individuals and 
groups of individuals, 7bib 

3) Provided detailed on-line and off-line reference 
information about the Network's resources and facilities, 7bic 

4) Stimulated u se of and interest in the ARPA Network, 7bid 

The Augmentation Research center of Stanford Research institute 
(SRI-ARC)# u nder contract to ARPA/IPT, has provided the 
personnel and computer resources that have allowed these 
accomplishments to be made, 7fe2 

li PROTOTYPICAL CONCEPTS AND SERVICES 7C 

This part of the discussion describes 7c1 

- the concept of NIC Station Agents and Liaisons 
m the concent of Dialogue Support 
- the concept of a Reference Center 7cla 

2S CORRESPONDENCE AND DIALOG 7D 

This part of the discussion describes 7di 

* the NIC "ident" and "journal" systems 
- support of special i nterest qroups 
- the Arpanet Directory 7dia 

31 DETAILED ON-LINE AND OFF-LINE REFERENCE INFORMATION 7e 

This part of the discussion describes 7e* 

- the Network Resource Data Base 
- the Network Hostnames Data Rase 
- other Documentation Center aspects of the NIC 7eia 

4? A RPANET USE AND INTEREST It 

This function has had two aspects i assisting in marketing the 
ARPA Network and assisting in the development of Network 
protocols, 7fl 

The NIC * s staff has taken an active role in introducing 
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visitors and Network users (both potential and actual) to the 
Network's resources, This has been done in two Pain ways? 7f2 

- distribution of reference materials to Network Hosts and 
Associates# 7f2a 

- discussions and demonstrations for those who visit the 
Network information Center# 7f2b 

In addition# the MC and SRI-ARC staff devoted many man months 
in heipirg ARPA prepare for the 1972 International Conference 
on Computer Communications, 7f3 

Finally# others such as the MITRE Corporation have been using 
NLS and the NIC online Query system to demonstrate the 
capabilities and potentials of the Network., 7f4 

This function of the NIC In marketino ARPANET technology has 
not been explicitly funded, but has been implicitly accepted 
and used as part of our services, We have continued this role 
because we believe it has been of strateoie value to ARPA, 7f5 

The other aspect of the NICs role in this area (with support 
from SRI»ARC)# has been active participation in the development 
of Network protocols# ensuring that the needs for information 
exchanoe were adeouately addressed. For example# we were one 
of the prime contributors in the development of the Telnet and 
Mail protocols# and participated in the design of the File 
Transfer and Graphics protocols, 7£6 
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Thinqs i understood the Help software would do but doesn't yet 

<*Q> at any place in a command would take the user to an appropriate 
rlace in the database that would elaborate on what the user would 
h a v e  s e e n  v i a  e u e s t i o n m a r k 1  

Viewspecs w 0uid work in links, 2 

Branch nodes marked to not be menued would display all lines and all 
levels, 3 

Every user tyeed word that was not located in the Help database 
would be Automatically remembered m a file tor review by database 
builders, 4 

Links marked by a certain Q • s p e c would be menued within a statement 
Instead of being automatically "INCLUDED" or warped, 5 

when the second word of a two word show search was not found, help 
would take a link at the node addressed by the first word to search 
for the second, 6 
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My notes of the observations of an intelligent# but cyhernetically 
naive secretary r Sandy Johnson) trying to learn xnls via the HELP 
system, 1 

The three character heralds are not meaningless, They are 
confusing, I don't think we want to advertise to people that they 
are in EEL with every command, Three character heralds are an 
artifact left over from when the useroptions subsystem was not 

NkH to change them, The default should be ALL the 
characters ef the subsystem word or at least four characters* 
EDIT SEND READ HELP PRQG USER CAlC, etc, The extra character is 
the difference between something meaningful and garbage* EDI SEN 
FEA HEL PRC USE CAL etc, la 

Expert Expert as the default Recognition mode is impossibly 
confusing fcr a new user, It should be Expert Anticipatory, The 
problem is it's too easv to accidently hit a space and be nowhere, lb 

"When i type "<"# It Prints out, some garbage about, a subsystem 
stack instead of returning," 1c 

[This was explained clearly ahead of time but the problem kept 
occurring as it was too confusing to remember,) lcl 

"why do I have to keep typing show in front of everything?" Id 

[The show command 'causes endless hassles and is impossible to 
exlain, I Predict it would continue to be so even if there WAS 
a way for the help database to know the user's recognition 
mode. Which there isn't,] Idl 

The message* "Give MORE command for rest of menu" is confusing, 
She tried to sav "Show MQRE", The message should be changed to be 
consistent with the rest of Help syntax, I suggest* le 

"Type the command»word "More" for rest of menu" lei 

Prompts for the Show command "Ts/[A]*" are unnecessary and 
confusing, There is no way tor the user to find out about the 
prompts in the help system because if you try to Show A*# or Show 
[A]* or Show /# or Show T*# etc, it doesn't work because the 
database carnot have names with anything but alphanumeric 
characters# - and ', Not even & can be used in a name. If 

The help system software must convert * > O Ts# etc, in the 
Show command to the database equivalent C e,g, colon# slash# 
fcolon), Ifj 

The Execute command doesn't work in HELP even though It shows up 
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with guestienmark, c o t  an the universal subsystem stuff that 
usually confuses tbe user, this one that would be invaluable to 
her is prompted, but not availableMJ J), 

Control»0 dosn ft work, 

"Everything is too fragmented and random," 1 * 

Several times Sandy kept saying in many different ways what a 
hassle it was in order to see all the menu items under one node, 
It turns out you have to recompute the number of <#s back after 
each Show, 1 5  

Showing two valid merued numbers like "Show 1 5" results in the 
message "5 is an invalid menu number" ana prints 1, Aside from 
the brutalness of the message, I think there are other reasons for 
changing this, It seems to Sandy that it could allow her to show 
more than ore menu Item at a time. It seems to me that to be 
consistent, it should allow you to see menu 5 under menu 1, 
Either one of these things would be preferable to what currently 
happens, 1 k 

The Execute Help command causes the same large branch to Print out 
that Goto Help does, I think Execute Help should instead work 
like the IDENTIFICATION apd CALCULATOR subsystems allowing the 
user to show one thing and still be in his current subsystem, 11 

Thg b %bj dnnr Vdlbnid Idssage below is not worth seeing everytime 
you enter HELP, It should a o  away. It definately should not 
appear when you enter via the front door (Goto Help), There is 
already a message telling how to get help with help, im 

"A brief description of the nls capabilities you were using 
follows!" 

"This Help system seems like it would be alright if you already 
knew Nl5» but I would rather have some printed pages to read," In 

X really feel that the Help system can be used to learn NLS once 
tbe initial hurdle of learning how to use help is crossed and it's 
undefendable limitations are excepted, However# this initial 
hurdle is probably# for most people much too much of a oain to 
cross, 1° 

» 
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16-APR*74 The current status of the help database Is as follows? i 

I would estimate that 70% of the minimal basic information is 
written, la 

This includes concepts, command syntax# and command function 
statements for all subsystems except Useroptions# Calculator# 
Identification, and those rot vet available? Readmali# and 
Query, This does not include examples, i & i  

Of that already written# x would say 60% needs to be reformatted 
tor more optimal querying and maintenance and 40% needs to be 
undated for content# lb 

For a list ct specific things that need to be done see •• DC># ic 

The ongoing algorithm (see -* Algorithm) can virtually eliminate 
links or statement names that don't work but at this stage of the 
database development# algorithm augmentation# and cpu allocation# 
it takes about two months to complete one pass of the algorithm, 
we are about half way through the current cycle, This looping 
time should decrease by about half each succeeding cycle, The 
algorithm is intended to eventually loon once a week, Id 

Algorithm of steps for developing the help database? 
should loon once a week or as appropriate, 2 
,  w/ t A  H B l P  c L U t . r S l , j : i ^  - b k - u *  t o  Q u e - # X  s o t - O J ^ r c  
Collect FEEDBACK from p eople reporting lnnacuracies and problems 

^tht.h~H£W--3-nd- dh-rtr-hb-^-td...rihdl--tn ptdrx- rnftv*rd-ddvelopment or 
place them in the DO list# 2a 

Run the Program? <OOCUMBNTATlON>CHANGES to compare <NLS#SYNTAX#> 
or with a SINCE (J5»JAN»74 09?09)? content analyser, to get the 
latest that has beep done, , 2b 

Chanae the DATE and TIME in the content analyzer above to the 
time the content analyser has iust been used, 2bi 

Update the syntax in help from the changes in <NL5f SYNTAX #> t- 2b2 

update the FUNCTION branch, 2b3 

Update the Categories branch, 2b4 

update the Subsystem's branch if necessary 2b5 

Update the EXAMPLE branch# 2b6 

Update the COMMAND branch# 2b7 
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Update other concepts 2b8 

Check the file that holds the record of unsuccessful user show 
tries, incorporate these items in the database, 2c 

Jump to link < anaiysis, nnis, Executed> 2d 

Place everything in the branch that has been implemented since 
the last cheek under a new branch under the Executed branch 
that contains the current date, 2d1 

Journalize the new branch to the appropriate distribution 
media, (ARPANET NEWS# the replacement for FOLKLORE# other 
people who request to he on the distribution list) 2d2 

TITLE 8Changes to NLS since DATE and TINE 
COMMENTj 
AUTHOR(S)LHELP 
DISTRIBUTIONiDVN, KIRK, JMB, JEAN 
SUBCCLLECTlONj 
CLERK JKIRK 
GO, 2d2a 

COPV items that need to be documented into the Do branch, 2d3 

Do the items in the Do branch, 2e 

Cleanup 2f 

Run the program TESTLINKS to see what links don't work, Update 
these databases accordingly, 2f 1 

<help,> 2f3 a 

<trdrfthddr#*rblnb*tnr#> 2fib 

<nic#locator#> 2£ic 

For directories that need to be copied at another site, 2f2 

After running link test, 2f2a 

Get files back from A rchive 2f2b 

Clean directory and mark the rest of the files not to 
delete, 2£2c 

©TELNET 
#0FFICE »1 
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@LOGIN xxxx 
13C0NN NIC3 
W h S  
#G p G <hopoer>ftrmsys CA 
#G P E I CA 
>Open connect ten 
SPl-APC NAME PASS ACCT 
>Get files 

<NTC>#,nlSt* 
>0uit CA 
#Gult CA 
@Arcive *,*M, 
EE DO<ALT> APCH«:R> 
@PDO<ALT> DEL<CP> 
?(s<CP> 
<?LOGC 

pun the program NCSTKp to generate a new names list and make 
sure there are no troublesome duplicates, 

Generate a new <doeymentat ion# names#> when ever needed by 
running the user program* tstnme, Sort the resulting Piex 
using SORTNOCASE, 

After adding a name to the concepts branch, Update Compact so 
that links will always find the noht onet 

Place chances that have been made into the Done branch of this 
t lie, 

Update this manual to reflect any changes in procedure. 

Update the offline documentation, <userguides, manual,> 

Print out each section at l east twice each time as specified 
belowi 

one page, one line Cvlewspecs z  mGJ) 

fall levels# one line] (viewspecs z mGJ) 

all levels# all lines, (viewspecs y mGJ) 

Print out this file, and the help file to update the help hardcopy 
notebook, 

Dn Ihrti Bh^nfdr th*t nddd tn bd made 

2 £ 2 d  

2 f 3 

2f 3a 

2 f 4 

2 f 5 

2 f 6 

2 f 7 

2f7a 

2f 7al 

2 f 7a 2 

2f 7a3 

2Q 

2h 

3 
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Names that need to be added C or fixed to show up In the right 
Places), 3a 

resetting 3al 

resetting 3a2 

Sendmail 3a3 

Citation 3a3a 

Author 3a3b 

(journalized 3a3c 

Item 3a3d 

GROUP"IPENT C s) 3a3e 

BC 3a4 

3a5 

SID 3a6 

Commandwcrds 3a7 

command»woras 3a8 

Number Under Statement 3a9 

Number under Journal 3ai0 

Modification under files 3aii 

Effects? as a concept 3al2 

Ownership 3al3 

write concept for »write*access" 3al4 

bacK-arrcw and backarrow 3ai5 

add andle-bracKet in DAE as concept, 3al6 

angiepracKet Cleft and right) 3al7 

greater"than and greaterthan 3al8 
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less*than, lessthan 

contents C as in "Table of" 

Expert Expert recognition 
Ot. k.€.T (V. Q r , 

that need to be made in approximate order of 
expected execution. 

The herald business can be deleted under each subsystem since 
tt is a varabie useroptlon whose default is obvious, , 

put ail links on the second line, 

all commands from the old system that ere not in the new system 
need to be-placed in the branch at the end of help that links 
from the old command to their new counter parts, 

Do a Lexicon item for every word that's not already in the 
Database and that appears as a result of "?" in nls. 

Delete references to the following EDITOR commands from 
categories* COMMAND, SYNTAX, EXAMPLE, & FUNCTION} 

Set Recognition 

Reset Recognition mode 

set Feedback mode 

Reset feedack m ode 

[also fix links under concepts recognition and feedback! 

DCW 28-JAN-74 14 f 30 21642 
New Stuff i n XNLS 
Message J Two new features are now available in XNLS 

USER-OPTIONS subsystem 
The VSEKOPTIQNS subsystem i s now generally available 
to users of  XNLS. This subsystem allows you to alter 
system standard settings for a wide variety of parameters. 
Your modified profile is maintained in a file (in your 
directory! and will live across NLS sessions, 

TRY XT YOU'LL LIKE ITU 
SECONDARY recognition modes 

If ycur Primary recognition mode is EXPERT you may now 
select the recognition mode invoked after typing the 
"escape" to secondary recognition mode character CSP), 
The significant difference is that in EXPERT EXPERT mode 

3ai9 

3a 20 

3a21 

3b 

3bi 

3b2 

3b 3 

3b4 

3b5 

3b 5 a 

3b5b 

3b5c 

3b5d 

3h5e 
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only secondary commands are recognized (and shown) after 
typing a space* 

Bugs and Troubles to SmoKey,,, 
3b6 

Document the new Run# and Kill Tenex Subsystem, and Show Tenex 
Subsystem Status, 3b7 

DAE (is now called just A E-«but not when you do a ? in tnls) 3b8 

Important AE changes? 3b9 

(name»search) 3b9a 

add i narne element 3b9ai 

add &name element (but not implemented yet--element has % 
before it) 3b9a2 

group (character-search) thru (intra-statement) 3b9b 

this is the group describing the searches! 
character*search# word«search, conent-search, 
intra-statementt These functions are now replaced by the 
»TVPEIN»=2C*S and 'CHARACTER=2w, for example? now to use 
these two new ones for each of the 4 old functions should 
be described, It might be best to do it in one or two 
concepts? in that case it would be nice to save the old 
statement na*es somewhere, like in LEXICON, 3b9bl 

(search) In LEXICON? * 3 b9c 

change that branch to conform to the new concepts it 
refers to, See braneh--0J64> above, 3b9ci 

DIROPT ano ADIRGPT 3bl0 

files in <BECK> to get up to date and put in lexicon, 3bl0a 

Document the new "fireup tenex subsystem" commands 3bH 

file links are now used in all file commands instead of TENEX 
filenames, Get all TENEX filename references out of HELP, 3bt2 

write EXAMPLES for Editor commands! Insert Date? Insert Time 
and date 3b!3 

Rewrite the example for the new Protect command in Editor# see 
the revised syntax statement (see»-0248), 3bi4 
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what does #t# do, and in what cases does it work, 3bl5 

The default directory for typein links is different than the 
default directory for links in a tile, 3blh 

Go through help ard add alternate spellings (with dashes# 
synonyms# etc#) to lexicon, 3bl7 

Add hostname fields to link syntax in help but note that it is 
not. vet implemented 3bl8 

3b 19 

kirk Database algorithm, content <hetp#> 3c 

Do hein syntax# functions 3ci 

Write Example concept under example, 3c2 

merge HELP with cue 3c3 

<*Q> in help should take the user to a reasonable place, 3o4 

Do send*mail and read"*mail syntax# function 3c5 

Link testing program 3c6 

CtestlinKs) 3c6a 

Look at the following programs for examples of how to jump 
to links? (meyer #sysOdform#) Cuser-»progs#sublist,) t X think 
the latter provides a better model, 3c6b 

only*colcn«named programs 3c7 

NAHE-»eolon? ' names statements that contain a colon in the 
first 3c?a 

uname*no"*coicn? unnames statements without colons in the 
first line, 3c7b 

Update User programs 3c8 

Compile shopper#utilitvplans#srccom> 3c9 

Do examples for programs, 3c10 

Add Backspace in commands to concepts, 3c 11 

7 
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Rackltnk system 

Whenever the insert Link command Is used, 

before it inserts the link, it parses the link and 

finds the addressed statement and 

places a link appended to the end of the addressed 
statement 

preceded by a carriage return, and 

surrounded by pound signsJ # <01234># 

3c 12 

3cl2a 

3cl2al 

3cl2a2 

3cl2a3 

3cl2a3a 

3cl2a3b 

It then inserts the sin of the statement addressed by the 
hnrdrtdd Ihnj 3el2a4 

after comment dashes 

after the address inserted by the userf 

Tt it does not find the addressed statement, 

it will insert the link without the «•»* SID" 

3cl2a4a 

3cl2a4b 

3cl2a5 

3cl2a5a 

but only after sending out a message and requesting an 
extra confirmation, 3cl2a5b 

The delete statement command 

checks to see if any links delimited by # are In the 
statement, and 

if one is found, refuses to delete the statement, 

If the user still wishes to delete such a statement, he must 
use the Delete Referenced Statement command. 

The Renumber Sip's command will check for links and either 
not wcrk, or else only renumber those statements without 
links, 

You must use the Renumber Referenced 5IDfs command to 
renumber referenced statements, 

NP 

3cl2b 

3c12bi 

3ct2fe2 

3C12C 

3cl 2d 

3cl2e 

3c 1 3 

This reeds to be better worked out and understood 
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The option to replace a word with a visible and the option 
to Combine Move and Replace should be available with BW to 
backspace over noise words and respecify them, This need 
not. be implmented in TNLS until a better way is found to do 
it consistently in both systems, 3cl3a 

Hardcopy 3el4 

use index userprocr on TNLs Journal user guide, if it works, 
give to UMB for userguides, 3cl4a 

HGL 19*DEC*73 15 8 54 2.1 028 update ident documentation, 
Imminent IDENT system Changes*- Of interest to programmers 
and PSO 
Location? (MJ0URNAL, 21028, Itw) 

3el 4b 

Syntax for Help, Journal, Readmall, Sendmall, 3c|5 

3c i 6 

Jeanne [Database content, hardcopy writing and updating! 3d 

write Syntax for User^options 3dl 

Write Function statements for User-options 3d2 

Do OLD-CCMMANDS for editor 3d3 

Rewrite the function branches for the editor file handling 
commands (Dirk's former list) 3d4 

Ttems in the AE do not need to be separated by spaces? Help 
description misleading, 3d5 

3d6 

dirk hardcopy writing, editing printouts of database 3e 

user-octions subsystem 3ei 

Help subsystem 3e2 

3e3 

Future Needs and possibilities 4 

The first line of every function statement could be the syntax, 4a 

9 
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Change ajl STRING and STRUCTURE references in Function# (syntax 
and example) to a reference for each command«noun, 4b 

Donei Changes that have been made 5 

This branch has onlv recently started to be used, 5a 

INSERT as a confirmation character should be changed to OK INSERT 
to avoid the conflict with t insert command, 5b 

(elements) 5c 

add i name 5cl 

add &n«me (has % sign before it because not implemented yet) 5c2 

add description of +e and *e 5c3 

(skip to "end" (last character) of statement! 5c3a 

add description of *f and -f 5c4 

tsxip to "front" (first character) of statement) 5c4a 

delete elements: jump to beginning of statement and 
">" jump to end of statement 5c5 

change the statement startlna: 
"(TYPETN)" jumps to link,,, 
to read: 
"(TYPEIN)" or "<TYPEIN>" jumps to link,,, 5c6 

change the group o# four which describe content search# word 
search# intra*statement content search# and character search to 
tee these two: 
"TYPEIN«a3w=4s 
#CHARACTFRa2c=2s 
rthese are examples • w & e are allowed in both] 5c7 

Protect command-previse SYNTAX » done, 5d 

Insert Date, and Insert Time and date»»in Editorw-have been added 
to SYNTAX, FUNCTION, CATEGORIES, COMMAND, EXAMPLE rot written 
(altho names made) for either one (see above*«»0378) 5e 

5f 

Conventions used in developing Help, 6 

10 
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Statement designators 

% (proceeding per-cent sign) makes a statement invisible to the 
query user, 6al 

1 (proceeding right sguare-bracket) do not menu (number) this 
statement, 

Name I bb 

Delimiters? 6bi 

SYNTAX and example branches 6bia 

The default name delimiter is NULL EQL, Classifying 
statements that contain neither an example nor syntax; 
and syntax statements whose first word is the same as the 
name of the statement have delimiters NULL NuLL, 6blai 

C3THEP branches excen t the SYNTAX and EXAMPLE branches, 6bib 

The default name delimiter is NULL COLON, This is 
changed to NULL NULL for these statements where the 
colon does not appear immediately after the first word, 6bibl 

For the maintainor's convenience, named statements have a 
colon in the first line, Unnamed statements do not, 6blb2 

CONCEPTS and COMMAND branches 6bic 

Statements linking off to commands should not have names 
in hopes that it will cut down on duplicate names within 
the hnnbdptr br*nbh, 6blcl 

Searchesi 
The link and Show name searches will start with a canonical 
walk from t he beginning of the file every time, Second name 
elements in a link must he preceeded by an exclamation point, 
Second name searches in a Show will be limited to the branch 
defined by the proceeding name, 6b2 

Duplications? 6b3 

Duplicate names in the concept b ranch should be avoided, 
The hassle with duplicate names is that you'must remember if 
it needs a path-name or not, otherwise, just the one word 
in the link (or show) is all that is necessary, However* if 
you cannot get around using a duplicate name* you have a 
choice between one of the following, 6b3a 
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1, Place the duplicated name in the Lexicon with links 
rby oath name) to each of the actual definitions, This 
is the easiest thing for D8 malntainer, Both nodes can 
he made to print in the lexicon (along with 
substructure), or there can just be some menued text 
describing the differences with the link to each of the 
duplicated statement names, 6b3al 

2, Decide on the concept definition that best fits the 
conflicting name, if this name comes first in the 
database, provide a link at or after that node to the 
other definition that happens to have the same name (but 
is conceotuaiy much different,, .otherwise you would have 
combined the two or put them in the same 
branch-^right?i), Remember to use a path name to get to 
the second name whenever you want to link or show it, 6b3a2 

The only reason for using these methods is if the 
duplicated name is necessary for a good intuitive path 
name, Otherwise, the second concept should go unnamed 
(dent forget to delete the colon from the first line) or 
changed by hyphenating two words, if necessary# thereby 
eliminating any duplication, Hyphenation is used 
extensively in the <help, categories> branch, 6b3a3 

Before adding or deleting a name in Help, check the file 
<doeumentation, names,> and modify one of the two lists 
appropriatly, 6b3b 

[This is similar to what the programmers do in order keep 
frem conflicting names of procedures. The difference is, 
they have immediate feedback if their program doesn't 
work, We don't, So please do this,) 6b3bl 

TO aererate a complete new <d©cumentation, names,> run the 
user programs tstnme. Then sort the resulting Plex using 
SORTNCCASE, 6b3c 

Links 6c 

Link delimiters everywhere are ##< left and >## right, feci 

Each field within a lipk is seperated by a space as follows! 6c2 

## (05PECS) <comments *• site, directory# filename, path 
I name 'search? viewspecs>M f ec2a 

Examples! ##<insert l string>M ##<editing>## fec2b 

12 
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Statements that are to he menued but contain only a llnK should 
have preceedina text on the first line and the link should 
always be on the second line, 

Insert String command? 
##<insert is tring>## 

Linking to 

concepts ? 
<see •• name 1duplications> 

commands ini 

Function branch 

since verb Commandwwords are not duplicated as names 
in the concept branch, You can link to (and the user 
can Show) the function statements just by typing the 
verb (followed by the noun when desired), 

Command to Insert. ##<insert #STHXNG>## 

6C 3 

6c3a 

6c4 

6c4a 

6c4b 

6c4b 1 

6c4bla 

6c4blb 

Syntax branch 6c4b2 

Since the name "syntax" is reserved and not to appear 
anywhere else, you can link and the user can Show the 
syntax statemets by "syntax verb C noun3", 6c4b2a 

r#< syntax Uns ert J STPINO# * # Show syntax insert word 6c4p2b 

Example branch 6c4b3 

Since the name "example" is reserved and not to appear 
anywhere else, you can link and the user can Show the 
Example statements by "example verb t noun)", 

##<Example I Insert JSTRIN O##, 
word 

Show Example insert 

6c4h3a 

6c4b 3b 

the special case of SYNTAX? 
SYNTAX (along with example, and function) are specially 
reserved names to keep from havino to use statement numbers 
or Sinfs in links ana to keep from having to use the slow 
ievel*by*ievel search algorithm, There is no problem with 
example and function as they are not used in the CONCEPTS 
branch. However, syntax is an important concept as well as 
a heading for a major branch, As a result# the concept 
definition is changed to notation wth a link to it in the 

13 
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top level SYNTAX statement, The statement named "syntax" 
under "link" in the concepts branch must be left unnamed,# 6c4c 

Use of viewspee capital n (names offI in links toJ 6c5 

syntax 
In links to syntax# v iewspee capital D should be used in all 
cases where there is more than one noun, If there is only 
one ncun available for a verb# the link to the syntax of the 
command should not contain viewspec capital D, This is easy 
in the function branch to see because these will all be at a 
higher level than those verbs with more than one noun, 6c5a 

Examp1es 
All linys to examples should contain viewspec capital D, 6c5b 

Concepts & Functions 
in ail other cases, use of viewspec capital D is at the 
descretion of the DB builder, in general it should not be 
used unless there Is lead«in text that would be duplicated 
by the narre of the statement addressed by a link# 6c5c 

0*specs (query viewspecs) 
enclosed in square brackets and located between the left double 
pound sign and the left link delimiter of a link, 6c6 

1 don't know anywhere where these are used* 6c6a 

Nsnumter = only menu "number" items# then ask "more?" 
default Nsl5, 6c6b 

C = Cclumnate the menued items, fcc6c 

The following G»spees are not yet implemented, 6c6d 

I « ^enu this link, (ie,# only show one line and give 
it a number,! 6c6dl 

B s main node only# do not include substructure of 
addressed node, (this is unnecessary if viewspec e win 
work in links,) 6c6d2 

The following G-soec is not to be implemented, 6c6e 

D=rumber * do not print "number" lines of the statement 
addressed by the link, Default number*!, 6c6ei 

lexicon 

14 
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Keep the LEXICON in aphabetlcal order to allow for a faster search 
algorithm In the future, 6d 

Function Branch sample 6e 

feel Copy i 

STRINGi 
This command reproduces a STRING at another location, feeia 

syntax 
##<syntax I copy I STRINOM 6e lal 

example .. 
##<exampie i COPY iSTPlNG>M feela* 

effects 
After execution the CM points to the last character of 
the new SIRING, SOURCE provides you the choice of 
WEIn, that is# you can "Insert" a new STRING# instead 
of "cooylno" one, into the new location with this 
command, For CONFIRM, REPFAT will leave the user ready 
to specify another SOURCE, Show aises STRING# CM feela3 

Nouns for STRING 
These are the keywords you can use after Copy In place of 
STRING! (Show also;) Character# word# visible# Invisible# 
Number# Link# Text 6ela4 

INeuns feel ah 

Character ? 
Copy Character is a special case of Copy ##<Copy 
STR I.NG> # # feeia5a 

Word! 
Copy word Is a special case of Copy M<Copy STRING>## 6ela5b 

visible! 
Copy Visible is a special case of Copy ##<Copy 
STRING># # feela5c 

Invis ible s 
Copv Invisible is a special case of Copy ##<Copy 
§TRING># # feelasd 

Number! 
Copy Number Is a special case of Copy ##<Copy 
STRING>## feelase 
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Link * 
Copy Link is a special case of Cooy ##<Copy STRINGD# 6eia5f 

Text * 
CoPV Text is a special case 0f Copy ##<Copy STRINO## 6eia5q 

STRUCTURE j 
This command reproduces a STRUCTURE at another location, 6elb 

syntax 
Moyntax #copy *STRUCTURE>## 6elbl 

example 
##<example *copy #STRUCTURE>## 6elb2 

effects 
After execution trie CM points to the first character of 
the new STRUCTURE, SOURCE provides you the choice of 
T¥FEIN, that is# you can "Insert" a new STRUCTURE# 
instead of "copying" one, into the new location with this 
command, For CONFIRM# REPEAT will leave the user ready 
to specify another SOURCE, Show also* STRUCTURE, CM 6elb3 

Nouns for STRUCTURE 
These are the keywords you can use after Copy in place of 
STRUCTURE* (Show also*) Statement, Branch# Pfex# Group 6eib4 

INeuns 6elb5 

Statement* 
Copy Statement Is a special case of Copy ##<copy 
STRUCTURE># # 6elb5a 

Group S 
Copy Group is a special case of Copy ##<Copy 
STRUCTURED# 6elb5b 

Branch* 
Copy Branch is a special case of Copy ##<Copy 
STRUCTURE># # 6eib5c 

Piex* 
Copy Rlex is a special case 0t Copy ##<Copy 
STRUCTURED# 6elb5d 

File* 6elc 

Directory? 6eid 
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Archive? 6ele 

Sequential? 6el£ 

6 f 

Userpr©grams? 7 

The program that, transfers nls files from office-sl is 
<VANNOUHUYS>NETXFEF 7a 

(auxiliarv.reif) must be loaded to use testlinfcs, 7b 

Cpaux*) has a Test (linfcs) command and a Help (linx test) command, 7c 

FILE named 4 LIO dorymentation, named,ca % 7d 

% Content analyzer for statements with names! 7d 1 

(named) PROCEDURE (sw)j 7d2 

REF sw? 7d2a 

RETURN (detnmfCsw,swstid))? 7d2b 

END, 7d2c 

FINISH 
7d3 

FILE unnamed % LlO documentation* unnamed,ca % 7e 

% Content analyzer for statements without n&mes% 7el 

(unnamed) PROCEDURE (sw)> 7e2 

FEF sw f 7e2a 

RETURN (NOT (getnmf(sw,swstid)))? 7e2b 

END, 7e2c 

FINISH 
7e3 

FIL-F nostkr % 110 documentation* nostkr % 
%eory group* bringing everything up to highest level, TNLS oniy,% 7£ 

DECLARE curstdf 7fl 

17 
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(NOSTKR)PROCEDURE J 7f2 

LDc»L stidlf sti6 7 )  7£2a 

LOCAL TEXT POINTER outf Zl,  Z 2 f  7f2b 

% Get parameters % 7f2c 

crlfOi 7f2cl 

typeas(SHLecation for output ")? 7£2c2 

tbug(5out)j 7f 2c3 

typeas c$"reirove structure from groups ") j 7f2c4 

tbugCSzl)! 7 f 2 c 5 

tbugc$z2)) 7 f2cfe 

typeas($"Go?")i 7f2c7 

tf NOT answer() THEN RETURN, 7f2cg 

stidl - grptstCzl# z?,s st ld2l, 7f2c9 

crlfOi 7 £2d 

tvpeas($"in progress")! 7f2e 

curstd „ out; 7£2f 

grpapcly(stidl* stid2# scop)! 7f2g 

RDTTFNI 7£2h 

END, 
7f 21 

(cop) PRCCEDURE cstid), 7f3 

IF getnmt(stld) THEN 7f3a 

BEGIN 7£3ai 

curstd - ccsccurstd# stld# sucdlDi 7f3a2 

END! 7£3a3 

IP 
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RETURN? 

END, 

FINISH 

7f 3b 

It 3C 

7f 4 
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KIRK 16*APR*74 12*43 22743 
The current status of the Help database 

U22743) 16-APR *7 4 12 * 431 Title? AUthor(s)? Kirk E# Keney/KIRK? 
Distribution? /PWW WDk DVN vJmB &DIFT DCE HGL EKM JHB JCN? 
Sub^Collectionss SRI-ARC DIRT? Clerk? KIRK? 
origin? <DOCUMENTATION>^ANl!AL#NLS? 87, .16.APR-74 12 s 33 KIRK ? 
The purpose of this file is to contain the important conventions ana 
step-bv-step procedures necessarv to maintain the HELP database, 

i 



Help review meeting 19»APR*74 
KIRK 1 6*» APR»7 4 14?36 22744 

A HE:LP review meetinq HAS BEEN scheduled for 8 S 30 Friday morning, 
This Is about the only t ime when everyone involved# JMB# DvN# HGL# 
MpK# nm, EKHt and I can make it, The meetina is not limited to 
these people, Anyone interested in HELP should feel free to attend, 
Read (documentation# m anual#) for the Current status of the Help 
Database, Read (LJOURNAL # 22742, Itw) for the current status of 
someone trying to use xnls, 



KIRK 16«APR"74 J 4 S 36 22744 
Help review oeetino 19*APR«74 

CJ22744) 1A«apr-74 14 ? 36 > Title? AuthorCs)? Kirk E, Kelley/KIRK? 
Distribution I /DIRT? Sub*Collectlons? SRJ»ARC DIRT; Clerk? KIRK; 



CI MB 11*APR<*74 22 S 14 22745 
Help Software Need 

When the user of New $T,S types <rontro 1-p>, could you take him to 
Help's branch explaining the specific command which is the noun with 
the verb, 1,6, Directory under Copy, not lust to Copy where he has to 
choose iron amend file, statement, directory, etc, if he has already 
typed the noun before he hit <control»o>? 



Help Software Need 
JMB 11»APR»7 4 22( 14 22745 

(J22745) 11»APP»74 22:14? Title: Author(s): Jeanne N, Beck/JMB: * 
Distribution? /BGK # action # ) RWW( « action # ) MDKC * action * ) ? 
Sub*Collect tons : SRI-AFC? Clerk? JMB; 



KIRK 1 2-APR-74 14(16 22746 
Visit tog 12-AFF-74 Don RicKer iron Syracuse, New York 

Don Picker is a young student interested in three»dimentionai 
computer graphics and visual knowledge, His background is in visual 
and performing arts# I demonstrated the system tor about 3 0 minutes 
and answered his questions over lunch, He toured the ARC including 
the computer room, 

i 



KIRK J 2-APR*74 14U6 22746 
Visit Log 12-AFF-74 Don Riefcer from Syracuse# New Yorfc 

CJ22746) 12-A PR-74 14< 169 Title: AuthorCs)! Kir* E, KeUey/KlRKf 
Distribution: /KIRKC * in£o*oniy * ) ; Sub-Collections! SRI-ARC: ClerK! 
KIRK j 



Definition of Backspace word (Bw) 
KIRK 15-APR«74 23 8 1 4 22747 

Backspace word (8 w) is the equivalent of backspacing any number of 
invisibles (SNF) then any number of visible non letters or digits 
CS(PT AND NLD)) and then any number of letters or digits (SLD)* It 
is not; equivalent to backspacing any number of non letters or digits 
f$NLD) followed by any number of letters or digits c $LD)«. However 
this is the way it is currently implemented in the experimental 
system, Though this is definately an improvement over backspacing 
the entire visible which is the way it works in TENKX and in the 
running system# it means that one (i) Bw deletes every one of the 
following characters in quotes (visibies as well as invisibles)? 
"Text 
C i  « n <  t * * l  ,  > # #  # 3 ,  .  .  .  ? ?  

1 



Definition of gackspace word (BW) 
KIRK J5 -APR-74 2 3 J 14 22747 

(J22747 ) 15-APR-74 23U4f Title! Author(s)! Kirk E, Kelley/KIRKj 
Distribution! /CHX( * action * ) KEVC * action * ) NPC * action * ) DVN( 
* info^oniy * ) HPKC # info-only * ) ; Sub^CoXlectionsi SRI-ABC NP t 
C l e r k !  K I R K j  



MkK 17»APF»74 08825 
will send notes to Fjnsen 

X don't think it's possible for you to reimburse us for the postage 
and copyino# you mioht address your suggestion to Mike Kudlick and 
Jim Norton -- but I think they'll lust say no, 
Marcia 

i 

1 



MLK !7wAPR*74 08825 22748 
Will send notes to Finsen 

(J22748) J7-APR-74 08525? Title; AuthorCs); Marcia Lynn Keeney/MLK; 
Distribution; /VGCf Sub-Collect ions; SFI«ARC; Clerk; MLK; 



SRL 17 »APR«7 4 11*39 22749 
Simple Categorization of OFFICE**! feedback 

Simple Categorization of OFFICE*! Feedback 1 

INTRODUCTION 2 

1 have lust completed a perusal and simple categorization of 
OFFICE-! feedback covering the period February 6 to April 3, The 
numbers in parenthesis following an item indicate the number of 
different users who had a question or problem on that subject, In 
some cases # a person submitted more than one item with the same 
question or problem, Such cases were counted only once, I was 
surprised at the sophistication of the guest ions and summarize the 
feedback for vour information below, 2 a 

SUMMARY 3 

Operational 3a 

Hardware 3a* 

imiac (3) 3a i a 

TIP (2) 3alb 

Dialing (1) 3 aic 

Line Noi.se CI) 3a*d 

Want !10 Baud connection ci) Sale 

want line Processor Ci) 3aif 

Software & Other 3a? 

Rdt ur Directories and Tdentsi and change File space (5) 3a2a 

journal Files not online (2) 3a2b 

Slow journal (2) 3a2c 

Slow system (!) 3a2d 

Slow A rchive (I) 3a2e 

Archive not happening (!) 3a2f 

System Down Too Early (1) 3a2g 

Error Messages & weird states 3b 

1 



SRt 17*APR*74 11S 39 22749 
Simple cateqorization of officii Feedback 

Locked File (2) 3bl 

Disappearing (Deleted?) File (1) 3b2 

Illegal Instruction vessage @ Logout (1) 3b3 

Message Lost (l) 3b4 

Bad Message File cn 3bS 

Exec Problems s ,  Q uestions 3c 

protection (7) 3ci 

Superwateh • want to use it & want weekly statistics (2) 3c2 

Sendprint (i) 3c3 

inferior Exec (1) 3c4 

Readmeil (1) 3c5 

NLS Problems & Questions 3d 

Programs • want, more available (4) • 3di 

XNLs * when will It be available (2) 3d2 

Dex - Not working (2) 3d3 

Changing Control Characters (1) 3d4 

Append between files (1) 3dS 

Jump File Return NP (l) . 3d6 

xset problem cn 3d? 

Execute Unlock fl) 3d8 

Sorting Flex (1) 3d9 

Output Processor (1) 3dl0 

Name Delimiters were Changed (1) 3a 11 

NL5-APL (1) 3d!2 

2 



Simple Categorization of OFFICE! Feedback 
SRL 17 *APRw7 4 1 1 3 39 

CJ?2749) i7-APR-74 1 1s 39 s Title! AuthorCs)! Susan P. Lee/SRLf 
Distribution! /RWW DCE 0 CM JHB MDK CHI RLL PR DVN* Subs-Col lect ions i 
SRI*ARCJ Clerk! SRL? 
Origin! <LFE>UTILFEFD f NLS? 5 * 17-APR-74 11 !3 7 SRL ? 



WRF 17"APR*7 4 12: 18 22750 
Party for SmoKey and. Bacchus In Foothill Par* 

As you all must know, Friday is smokey's last day here, To honor 
this fine Bear# w e are having a party at Foothill Park, starting at 
4:00pm, We would like to make it a supper picnic, so if you can, 
please fcring semeind to pat, drink, olay with, Cor any items of 
special Interest to vou). Foothill is only available to Palo Alto 
residents, so everyone should net together to share rides, Also, 
each Palo Alto driver can claim a following car-load as his(her) 
"guests", 

See you all at 4:00, 1 

1 



WBF 17 -APK.74 12 1 18 22750 
Party tor Srookey and Bacchus in Foothill Park 

(J22750) 17-AFR-74 12:188 Title: Authorcs): Ferq p• Ferguson/WRFj 
Distributions /SRI-APC RQBM JJHBF Sub»C®iiections: SRI^ARC* Clerk: WRF; 



xnls and backspace *ord 
KEV 17«pAPR*74 1 3 I 4i 22751 

Backspace W0rd will soon be chanced in XNLS to back over any number 
of nonprinting characters, then any number of non«letter*orwdiQit 
printing characters, and finally over any number of letters or 
digits. 



KEV 17 »APR«74 13 t 41 22751 
xnls and backspace word 

(J22751 ) i7«aFR*74 13841? Title? AuthorCs): Kenneth E, (Ken) 
Victor/KEV? Distributions /SPJ>ARCC * in#o*only # ) ? Sub*collections? 
SRI-ABC? Clerk? KEV? 



HGL 1 8«APR"P74 08:59 22752 
Missing book? "Automatec Legal Research" 

If you have a copy of the book "Automated Legal Research" which you 
borrowed frorc rre, please return it, 

\ 



HGL J 8-APP*74 08159 22752 
Missinq books "Automates Legal Research" 

(J2275?) ia*APR*74 08J59? Title? AuthorCs)? Harvey G• Lehtman/HGL? 
Distribution? / SRi-ARC ? Sub^ColleetIons? SRI-ARC? ClerKl HGL? 



HGL 18*APH«74 09815 
Response to Kirk's note on things missing In the current version of 
HELP (22741,) 

22753 

The following presents my current view of the suggestions offered by 
Kirk in (22741,), A list of things to be done to the Help system 
which X feel are'of pressing importance follows in the next branch, 
T d o not feel at AN badly about bringing UP the current system for 
trial use at APC, The current limitations are well defined and 
Probably cannot be removed immediately given the current programmer 
neopleoower shortage and the gross amount of things to clean up in 
the rest of NLS, 1 

It is presently not technically feasible for <mQ> typed at any 
place in the command to put the user at the (most) appropriate 
place, (e,gf, at the description of entities within a command or 
the description of level adjust,) This is certainly a desirable 
feature, hut one that most properly awaits the rewriting of the 
CHL- interpreter, la 

Viewspecs currently do not work in links in the database for no 
reason other than the fact that we didn't get around to fixing the 
code, Before this can be done, however, we must first examine 
what conflicts are present between certain viewspecs and the rest 
of the Help system, T prefer not to attack this problem 
immediatelyj a s olution should be implemented before 1 July, 
There is, x feel, no pressing immediate need for itj if there is, 
action could b e accelerated, lb 

It was my impression that nodes marked not to be merued would 
display all lines, but NOT all levels, The code currently works 
this way, if forced, I suppose the code could oe modified to show 
all lines, all levels of such branches, but there would a definite 
conflict with the current help sequence generation algorithm, 
Again, I fell no pressing need for the feature# but I suppose it 
could be implemented with moderate difficulty, le 

What a wonderful idea to have every typed word not located in the 
Helo file "remembered" in a file for review by database builders. 
It would, however, probably slow the system down from its 
currently sluggish but tolerable pace, Luckily, if I had been 
aware of the idea I had conveniently forgotten it, This could be 
implemented relatively easily, hut would make the system VERY slow 
whenever an unknown word were discovered, (System would connect 
to the special directory, try to get access to the record file, 
wait if it were busy, write and update in it, reconnect to the 
directory the user was in and continue, This is all similar to 
things the journal does,) id 

That links would be menued within statements is a reasonable 
extension which currently does not exist, Again, it is relatively 
low on the stack, le 



1 

HGL 3 8-APH«74 09?15 
Response to Kirk's note on things missing In the current version of 
HELP (22741,) 

The suggestion that t he Help system take links when It does Its 
searches Is easily Implemented# put would slow the system down 
considerably, 

Some important things to do to Help softwarej 

Get Query to work with both standard system data bases (resource 
notebook, Arpanet News, etc,) and general user d ata bases. Most 
of the code exists for this already, but It will not be in the 
system brought up for use at ARC next week., More debugging In 
required and some modifications in the code are needed, 

Finish debugging multifile database cross file searches, 

Fix HelP/Guerv so that users may bug menu selections, Requires 
allocation of all strings "sent" by the sequence generator so LSRT 
table string addresses are valid for bugging, Also requires new 
entity for 1SFL-- "NODE", which will put UP the proper prompts 
permitting a text string or a single bug which would be translated 
into a help node selection, 

System messages should be obtained from the database files rather 
than from the code, (A design for this already exists,) 

Other QSPECs which were promised should be Implemented, 

22753 

if 
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2b 

2c 

2d 

2e 



HGL 1 8«APR«74 09U5 22753 
Response to KlrX's note on things hissing in the current version of 
HELP (22741,) 

CJ22753) 18•AFP-74 09#151 Title! Author(s)! Harvey G, Lehtffan/HGL? 
Distribution! /DIRT? Sub-Collect ions I SRI-ARC DIPT? Cleric? HGL? 



JHR 1 8*APR»74 Q9i28 22754 
Recommended default useroptions for New NLs 

BASIC DEFAULT VQDULE for New NLS 1 

These are the recommended defaults for user set table options in 
resoonse to a request from DCW and CHI, Note the summary 
(Summary), (Changes from the current default are noted#) la 

Feedback m ode? V ERBOSE (alternativesi t erse, length, 
indenting) lal 

prompt model PARTIAL (a 1 ternatlves? off# full) la2 

Recognition mode; FIXED (AIternatlves? anticipatory, demand# 
expert) ia3 

Herald modes VERBOSE, length? 3 (alternative? terse# "#") la4 

Current context lengths 7 i a5 

Jump return? 10 filereturn? 10 ia6 

level adjust prompting? Off £ *cha.nge# no field) la7 

Viewspecs la8 

levels? ALL, lines? A LL, hjm(*change)puzACFHJLp la8a 

viewscec oromotinn? Off (#change# no field) la8b 

Control Characters? Ia9 

Standard Definitions (nen»alterabie)? Ia9a 

C A ? < *D>, CD j<-X>, RPT ? <*B> # INSERT?<*E># BC?<*A># 
BVv ? < * w > # la9ai 

BS;<*Q>, LITESC?<-V>, IGNORE?<*$>, SC?<*$>, SW?<-$>, 
TAB s <*I> Ia9a2 

User Definitions (alterable)? lagb 

33ASR CA « (<EOL>#<NUL>) RPT?f<ESC>,<*B>1 la9bi 

35ASR CA? (<E0L>,<NUL>) RPT?C<ESC>,<"B>) Ia9b2 

37ASR CA?C<EOL>#<NUL>] RPT?(<ESC>*<*B>] Ia9b3 

TI/EXECUPQRT CA? C<FOL>#<NUL>) RPT?[<ESC>#<"B>] Ia9b4 

NVT CA?[<E0L>#<Nl.JL>] RPT!C<ESC>#<*8>J Ia9b5 



1 

JHB 18-APR»74 09128 22754 
Recommended default useroptions for New NLS 

A LI DEL or RUBOUT? [<NtJL>,noise] (*change) Ia9b6 

print options iaiO 

Margirs left? o, right? 72, bottom? 63 laioa 

page size? 66, indenting per level? 3 la J Ob 

taostcPS? 9,16,24,32,40,48,56,64,72,80,88,96,104 laioc 

Statement N ame Delimiters (currently settabie on a file basis) lail 

Suggested left? <NUL>, right? • (#change to directory basis 

The new user who has had no training or prior NLS exposure 
would net see viewspecs# hierarchial levels# or variable 
character recognition (or the prompts for these), A mechanism 
will have to be set up whereby he can easily advance beyond 
this limitation, probably by contacting UP# who will change the 
option settings, or (when developed, see below) select a 
ore-set package of userootions by calling a subsystem such as 
MNLS2%, lbl 

The application purpose of this limited offering is to enable a 
user to prepare and send text, Thus, we offer that basic 
capability as a concrete response to the criticism that NLS is 
too complex, etc, Some changes are necessary in the command 
set available, but this will require programming modification 
and a complete set of graduated NLS modules from basic default 
through total capability (design recommendations forthcoming), ib2 

if Possible) lalla 

(Summary) Summary? ib 



Recommended default useroptions for new ms 
JHB 18wAPR«74 091 28 22754 

(J22754) 1 8 «* AF R *7 4 09?2R? Title? AUthor(S)? James H, Bair/JHB? 
Distributioni /CHI PCw SRi*ARC(for your information/comments) 
DLS(comments? 5 Ckm (information/comments) ? Sub^Collect ions ? SRI*ARC 
SRI-ARC? Cierks JHB? 



WRF 18*APF*74 09832 
Skipping Merrily fro* Foothill to Huddart Park 

22755 

Since we appear to have verY few PA residents in our group, it 
seems that trying to have the party in Foothill win be a problem, 
So we win have Smokey's party in Huddart Park instead, (See map 
next to food list if you're not sure of the route, 1 



WHF 18«APR«74 09:32 22755 
Skipping merrily from FootMil to wuddart Park 

CJ22755) 1P«APR*74 091321 Title? Author(S): Ferq P, Fer quson/biPF ; 
Distribution: /SRI»ARC BOBM jiM8f Sub«Conections: 5Pl»ARCf Clerk: WPF* 



SHI 18»APR*74 09 J 44 22756 
Superwatch Average Graphs for week of 4/7/74 

TIME PLOT OF AVERAGE NUMBER OF GO JOBS FOH WEEK OF 4/7/74 
x axis labeled i n. units of hrsmln, xunit: a 30 minutes 1 

5,0 
4f5 *# ** 
4,0 ****** * 
3,5 ********* *** 
3,0 * ********* **# * 
2,5 ***#*#***#****##*** 
2,0 #******#****#***#*** 
1,5 ****************#****# * 
1,0 **#*#**#*********##***# #*# 
0,5 #******#******#******#*#*** ********* 
0,0 *************************##********************** 

0 800 5800 10800 15800 20800 la 

•

TIME PLOT OF AVERAGE PEP CENT OF CPU TIME CHARGED TO USER ACCOUNTS 
FOR WEEK OF 4/7/74 
x axis labeled in units of hrsmin, xunit = 30 minutes 2 

6 1 , 6  
53,9 ** *#* * 
46,2 ************ *** * * 
38,5 #*************#******* *** 
30,8 *********************** **** 
23,1 * ************************ ***** 
15,4 *****#******************************* 
7,7 a*#**********#*****#***##**************#*** 
0,0 ********#*********.******************************* 

0800 5800 10800 15800 20800 2a 
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SRL 1 8*APR*74 09f44 22756 
Superkatcft Averaae Graphs for week of 4/7/74 

TIME PLOT OF AVERAGE NUMBER DF USERS FOR W EEK OF 4/7/74 
x axis labeled in units of hrjmin, xunlt • 30 minut.es 3 

15 
14 * 
13 ***** 
17 ******* 
11 ******* ** 
10 ******** ****** 
9 * ****************** 
B ******************** 
7 ********************** 
6 *********************** 
5 ************************* # 
4 ************************** ****** 
3 * **************************************** 
2 *********************************************** 
i ************************************************ 
0 ************************************************* 

0100 5 ; 00 tOlOO 15?Q0 20i00 3a 

TIME PLOT OF AVERAGE IDLE TIME FOR W EEK OF 4/7/74 
x axis labeled in units of hrjmin, xunlt a 30 minutes 4 

B2,5 * 

75,0 **** * * 

67,5 ********* * 

6 0,0 ********* * *** * * 

52,5 ************ ****** *# 

45 ,0 ************* ******* *# 

37,5 ************** ******* *** 

30,0 ***** ********* ********* *** 

22,5 *************** ************** 

15,0 *************** * * * *************** 
7,5 ******************** * *********************** 

0,0 ************************************************* 
^ r w f v " • * "T • 

0100 5 S 00 iOiOO 1.5100 20?00 4a 
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SRI 18 »APR« 7 4 09 i 44 22756 
Superwatch Averaqe Graphs for week of 4/7/74 

TIME PLOT OF AVERAGE NUMBER OF NETWORK USERS FOP. WEEK OF 4/7/74 
x axis labeled in units of hrimin, xunit 3 3° minutes 5 

5 #** 
4 ***** 
3 ***** 
2  * ** * **  *  **  **  
1 * **************************** ****** 
0 ************************************************* 

0 8 00 5 8 00 iOtOO 15 5 00 20100 5a 

TIME PLOT OF AVERAGE PEP CENT OF SYSTEM USED IN DNLS FOR WEEK OF 
4/7/74 
x axis labeled in units of hrimin# xunit = 30 minutes 6 

24,0 ** * 
22,0 *** ** 
20,0 ****** 
19,0 ****** * * 
1 6 , 0  * * * * * * * * *  * *  «  
14,0 *************** 
12,0 ******************* 
1 0 , 0  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *  
8,0 ******************** * « 
6,0 ********************* ******** 
4,0 ********************* ******** 
2,0 ******************************** 
0,0 ************************************************* 

+  * * 0 » f * » 0 * 4 f 9 0 9 9 9 P * f P + * * P r * » 0 9 t + f P 0 0 * 9 * 0 P + * » * f * f P 0  
0100 5 800 1.0800 16800 20100 6a 



SRL 18»APR»7 4 09t44 
Superwatch Average Graphs for Week of 4/7/74 

(J22756) 18-AFR-74 09:44; Titl 
Distribution: /JCN RWW DCE PR JCP 
SRl*ARCj Clerk! SRL ? 
Origin! <LEE>WEEK4/7GpAFHs,Ni Jsi2, 

: Author(s): Susan P» Lee/SRL? 
DVM JAKE DLS BAH? SUB»coiiections: 

18-APR-74 09:39 SRL ? 



MEJ 18-APF-74 12154 22758 
Living Information Handling and Petrieval 

Guess my general sense of tidiness made me go aftead and journalize 
» f M 



WEJ 1 8»APH«74 12|5 4 2275B 
Living information Handling and Retrieval 

Jim Norton linked to me and chatted a few minutes tonight and set me 
to thinking about some of  the approaches to Doug's "knowledge work" 
that the ARC environment could handle beautifully# but which I have 
not seen even suggested as yet ,,, much to my sorrow, Vnhat follows is 
a brief discussion of the philosophy and techniques of handling 
"living information" as against storage of "dead information", I have 
used the former techniques in my professional life for many years and 
find it highly workable, some form of this technique is used by every 
knowledge worker, whether he uses the same words or not, whether he 
considers his action as a whole or fragments it in his mind as 
necessary tasks preliminary to getting a particular job done, 

A knowledgeable, concerted approach to setting up such handling of 
"living information" could possibly be an interesting project for 
some clients, 

From a long and rugged life as a free lance writer (both part time 
and full time), I nave found the following method of handling 
information retrieval of value for 

Writing speeches (particularly where the association is a 
long-term one, and of ghost writing for some busy executive type) 

Journalism * (every good newspaper office has the concept given 
belowj ft is usually called "the morgue", although in some 
newspapers and news syndicates the actual morgue is photos and 
cuts and the database is separate) 

Free lance writing (the free lancer must find his own stories, 
techniques, sources, arvd publication outlets on his own 
initiative? such an approach as below is highly critical to his 
success) 

Politically oriented executives who have many responsibilities for 
news and information dissemination (in highly complex situations 
such as this# the fine tuning of political awareness -« politics 
here defined not in the sense of "Democrat and Republican", but as 
dynamic interplay of decisionmaking where all the "lines of 
force" are not contained by the one person -*is vital, and must be 
"instantly" available. The enormous complexity of some situations 
requires a sophisticated system to give a true overview of the 
complex factors involved, and an analysis of the probabilities of 

3a 

3b 

3c 

1 



ME J 18*APB*74 12 ? 54 22758 
Living information Handling and Retrieval 

the effects of various "potential" actions*) 

Assistance to speech# public appearance# and interview writing could 
profitably be set up by preparation ot  a database in the following 
structure and content! 

Top approach level * bibliographic 

Second apprcaeh level * author indices 

Third approach level - combined titleword/keyword indices 

Search approach level • concept indices 

working approach level * extended abstracts which include long 
quoted passages where particularly applicable to the concept 
(include reference notations for quote acknowledgements) 

Review or srate"»of»the*art approach level w indices with 
annotations# set up with major headings of 

o People of note in the discipline, with annotations of 
quotes from their papers, tajks, comments, interviews, with 
dates, references, and circumstances of their comments Ci,e(, 
in an Interview, at a speech and where, etc,) 

o Events of interest, either Past or potential; description 
of dynamics ot events, People involved, background, effects 

o Resources involved; description same as above 

o Problems involved; analysis# probablities# probable futures 

Political involvement approach level • particularly relevant if 
client is a federal bureau or agency; include international as 
wen as national, 

3d 

4a 

4b 

4c 

4d 

4e 

4f 

4f 1 

4f 2 

4f 3 

4f 4 

4g 

2 



Living information Handling and Retrieval 
MEJ 1 8*APR-74 12154 22758 

Note that this list of approach levels is NOT a bibliographic list, 
but is a working approach list# Bibliographic databases are of 
interest to reference ana research librarians and that is about all 
•• when they are merely bibliographic databases# A bibliographic 
database is merely step number one in actual USE of that information, 
This can readily be seen if the enormity of the database and its 
handling techniques can be set aside and one can look at UTILITV 
instead of COLLECTION -- collection as an end unto itself is merely a 
hoarding of trivia* utility is the dynamism of living information as 
against dead storage, 

Note also that the above list is NOT just a bibliographic one «• as 
"living information"# it is created and maintained from the viewpoint 
of NEED EQR INFORMATION, not from COLLECTION of information with 
inbuilt restrictions as to structure and form, Here structure and 
form are applied after the need Is defined* need Is not forced to 
conform to a Pre«set structure and form# 

If this approach seems of any value % o  y ou, I can go into it in some 
depth showing how such databases are set UP and how they are used to 
advantage, 

3 



MEJ 18 -APFU74 121 54 22758 
Living Information Handling and Retrieval 

CJ22758) 1B*AFR-74 12854? Title? Autbor(s)? Mil E• Jemtgan/MEJ? 
Distribution? /VCE OCn Rww? Keywords? Information retrieval IP? 
Sub-Coiiections ? SRI«ARC| Clerk: MRJI 
Origin? <JERNIGAN>FE0#MLS?1t 14-APP-74 22 J OB MEJ : 



JEW 1 8*APR«74 13 5 49 22759 
Network Information 

The SRI IMP will oo down (as if it weren't already) at 5 s 3 0 P.M today 
for continued hardware wor*« 

1 



JEW 18 «APR*7 4 13149 22759 
Network Information 

CJ22759) 1B-AFP»74 11S49? Title! AuthorCs)! James Ef (Jim) 
White/JEWj Distributions /SRI*ARC VGC DCLF Sub-Collections i SRI*ARCj 
Clerk! JEW? 



KIRK 1 8«APR»74 1 3 5 39 22760 
Help with Help message 

"again" should be deleted from the "For help with Help" message. 

1 



Help with Help ires sane 
KIRK 18»APR*74 13S 39 22760 

CJ22760) 18*APR«74 13 S 3 9 # Title! AuthOrCS)! KirK E, Kelley/KIRKj 
Distribution! /HGL ( * action * ) &nXRTf # info*only * ) ? 
Sub-Collections! SP.I-APC DIRT! Cler*! KIRK j 



KIRK 18-APR*74 13;44 22761 
Order of the interrogate command 

(type of source?) should come after (title?) and (send to?) so a 
message could be written in relation to the title and sendlist# 

1 



Order of tbe interrogate command 
KIRK 18"APR*74 13(44 22761 

CJ22761 ) 18-APR-74 1 3 J 44 J Title! Author(s)! Kirk E, KeIley/KIRK? 
Distrlhution! /NEWNkSC * action # ) i Sub-Collections: SRI-ARC NEWNLSf 
Clerk! KIRKJ 



JMB 18-APRP.74 19}04 
HELP software/database - the manpower comes from somewhere anyway 

Items 2 & 3 of the Help software design requirements listed in 
(LJQURNAL# 27741, 2) through (IJDUPNAL, 22741# 3) are necessary & 
extensively used features for the way I've written the Help Database# 
that is# I will have to do extensive rewriting of many parts of the 
DB if they are not implemented# in order for tat information t be 
available to the user, The last 3 will not cause any immediate 
problems (I did not assume those things in my writing), Therefore# if 
XNLS becomes the NLS without 2 and 3 being implemented# I win go 
ahead and do that rewriting C at. least put it on my list of 
priorities) in order for the affected parts of the data base to 
function„ 
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JMB J8-APR-74 19?04 22762 
HELP software/database * the manpower comes from somewhere anyway 

CJ2276?) 18-APR-74 
Distribution? /DIPT? 

19:04? Title: 
Sufc-Coiiections ? 

Author(s): Jeanne Beck/JMBj 
SRI-ARC DIRT; Clerk! JMBf 



NDk 19*APK»7 4 08 s 12 22763 
Line processor Troubles 

This has happened to me both on A PC and Office*!, X have Quit (old) 
MLS and found myself in a state where a lower case letter is 
interpreted as a control character (I type "tH and get "LOAD,#," or 
"c" and net a <control»c>, breaking my TIP connection* 
re-establishing a connection, then attaching seems to cure it, J 

1 



ND* l9«-APRt"74 08 J 12 22763 
Line Processor Troubles 

CJ22763) 19-&PRP74 08*12? Title* Author(s)* N „ Dean Meyer/NDM? 
Distribution* /DIA CHI* Sub»Co3lections; SRl-ARCj Clerk? MDH* 



LP problems 

Pes 30496 and 30494, Sent to NDH, DIA 

CHI 19»APP»74 08 8 34 22764 



CHI 19»APR»74 08834 22764 
LP problems 

Dean, Due to the large number o f  applicants and visitor this week, I 
have had virtually no time to debug know LP problem, 1 will try the 
Journal Distribution list stuff and determine what is wrong, Yes, we 
will try to make it solid with o]d nls, The business with the TIP 
intercept character is quite bothersome news, What have you beep 
using instead of @? •*- Charj.es 1 

1 



CHI 19-APR-74 08134 22764 
LP problems f 

CJ22764) 19-APR-74 08 :34? Title: AuthorCs): Charles H# IrbY/CHI? 
Distribution: /NDMC * info»onlV * I DlAC * into-only * ) ? 
Sub-Collect, ions : SHI-ARC? CierKt CHI? 
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